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Izvleček
V disertaciji predstavljamo izbrane pojave sklopitve med tokom svetlobe
in prostorsko-odvisno dvolomnostjo tekočih kristalov. Osredotočimo se na
vplive topoloških in geometrijskih defektov v ureditvi tekočega kristala in
na interakcijo svetlobe s takšnimi polji.
V delu pokažemo, kako lahko singularne nematske defektne linije delujejo
kot modulatorji polarizacije svetlobe, ki spremenijo linearno polariziran
Gaussov snop v vektorski snop, kjer se polarizacija spreminja v prostoru.
Če moč snopa povečujemo, se dinamika sklopitve spremeni, saj se molekule
tekočega kristala obračajo k smeri polarizacije svetlobe. Pri tem nastanejo direktorske strukture, ki fokusirajo snop. Po drugi strani pa pobegle
nesingularne defektne linije naravno delujejo kot leče za šibke radialno
polarizirane vektorske snope. Demonstriramo možnost spreminjanja optičnih lastnosti takšnih leč s pomočjo zunanjega električnega polja ali pa s
spreminjanjem moči samega snopa. Raziščemo tudi optično preurejanje
tekočega kristala s šibkimi Gaussovimi snopi pod mejo Frederiksovega
prehoda, kjer preurejanje ženejo ukrivljene valovne fronte.
Za namene modeliranja vzajemne sklopitve med svetlobo in tekočimi kristali predstavimo nov računski postopek, ki združuje dve obstoječi rešitvi,
eno za modeliranje ureditve tekočih kristalov in eno za modeliranje širjenja svetlobe po anizotropnih snoveh. Postopek odlikujejo kompatibilnost
metod, stabilnost in hitro računanje. Z uporabo nove metode preučujemo izbrane sisteme, kjer ima medsebojna sklopitev svetlobe in tekočega
kristala velik pomen, zaradi česar je potrebna uporaba samousklajene
metode. Poleg treh sistemov, ki so opisani v tem delu, metoda podpira
poljubna svetlobna polja in geometrije tekočih kristalov in je uporabna za
natančno modeliranje vplivov svetlobe na različne zapletene tekočekristalne
strukture.
Raziskave, predstavljene v tej disertaciji, so pomemben prispevek k razvoju
mehkih – celo tekočih – komponent v sodobni optiki in fotoniki, zlasti v
povezavi s koncepti topologije in geometrije.
Ključne besede: svetloba, nematski tekoči kristal, nelinearna optika,
numerične metode, topološki defekti, singularna optika, lečenje, valovodi.
PACS: 42.25.Lc, 42.70.Df, 61.30.-v, 61.30.Dk, 61.30.Gd
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Abstract
This Thesis discusses selected coupling phenomena between the flow of
light and the spatially varying liquid crystal birefringence. Specifically, we
focus on the effect of topological and geometrical defects in liquid crystal
ordering, and how light couples to such fields.
We show how singular nematic defect lines can act as polarization modulators, changing a linearly polarized Gaussian beam into different vector
beams. As the beam power is increased, the dynamic of the interaction
changes as the liquid crystal molecules align with the beam polarization,
resulting in distorted director structures that focus the beam. On the
other hand, escaped nonsingular defect lines naturally act as lenses for
weak radially vector beams. We demonstrate that the optical properties of
such lenses can be tuned either by an external electric field, or by changing
the power of the beam itself. We explore optical reordering of the liquid
crystals by weak Gaussian beams, below the Fréedericksz threshold, where
reorientation is driven by the curvature of the wavefronts.
In order to account for the mutual coupling between light and liquid
crystals, we present a novel computational procedure that combines two
existing solutions, one for modelling the ordering of liquid crystals and
one for the propagation of light through anisotropic media. Special care is
taken to ensure compatibility between the two existing methods, stability
of the combined method, and performance. The newly developed numerical
method is used for studying selected systems where the mutual interaction
between light and liquid crystals is important, and the use of a selfconsistent method is required. Apart from the three systems considered
in this thesis, the numerical method supports arbitrary light fields and
confinement geometries, and can be used for accurately modelling the
effects of light on further complex liquid crystal structures.
Finally, the work of this thesis is a contribution towards developing soft
matter – even liquid-based – components for use in modern complex optics
and photonics, especially using concepts of topology and geometry.
Keywords: light, nematic liquid crystal, nonlinear optics, numerical
methods, topological defects, singular optics, lensing, waveguiding.
PACS: 42.25.Lc, 42.70.Df, 61.30.-v, 61.30.Dk, 61.30.Gd
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Introduction
Light is omnipresent in our lives, not only carrying energy from the Sun and
allowing us to see, but also transmitting information, precision cutting, propelling
spacecraft, as well as providing entertainment. Therefore, detection, understanding
and manipulation of light are highly active areas of both technological development
and basic research. As the basis of laser operation, stimulated emission and optical
resonators in general are receiving major attention. Progress has been made
towards lasing in smaller devices, such as nanoscale photonic structures [1, 2] and
photonic crystals [3]. Additionally, there is active research into lasing in soft matter
systems. Lasing has been observed in various liquid crystal structures [4], including
microdroplets [5, 6] and fibers [7], and even in biological systems [8, 9].
On the side of light manipulation, an important research direction is optical switching [10]. Optical fibers are already in widespread use in global telecommunications,
but they are limited by the optical-electronic converters required between light
and the electronic routing and processing circuits. The possibility of all-photonic
circuits, where light is used for controlling light, is the premise behind the research
into photonic switches [11, 12], logic gates [13], and transistors [14].
One very exciting research topic are metamaterials, engineered on a sub-wavelength
level to achieve exotic optical properties [15]. The most common application is
the fabrication of materials with a negative refractive index [16, 17]. Due to the
requirement of structures much smaller than the wavelength of light, the negative
index response has traditionally been limited to microwaves [18]. However, advances
in material fabrication have allowed for material with a negative index of refraction
at shorter wavelengths, such as in the terahertz range [19] and even in the visible
light range [20, 21], as well as increasing efficiency by reducing energy dissipation [22].
Another intriguing possible application of optical metamaterials is the fabrication
of cloaking devices in order to render an object invisible [23–26].
Liquid crystals are central materials in modern displays due to their capability
of modulating light and the inherent tunability with external fields [27–29]. As
soft materials, their response to stimuli is much greater in magnitude than that of
solid-state materials such as semiconductors. Their best-known application is in
digital displays, currently ranging in size from smart watches to increasingly large
television screens, where an external electric field is used to control the transmittivity
of a liquid crystal cell [30]. However, more complex ways of light manipulation
with liquid crystals, beyond the display applications, are actively being researched.
Optical properties of liquid crystals can be designed and manipulated over multiple
orders of magnitude in length scales, from 10 nm to 100 µm [31], and on time scales
ranging from milliseconds down to picoseconds [32–34]. This broad variabilty, in
13
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combination with typical length scales comparable to the wavelength range of visible
light, allows for design of various photonic elements, such as resonators [5–7, 35],
lasers [4, 36], polarization converters [37–39] and filters [40, 41]. Strong response of
liquid crystals to external fields also enables the fabrication of tunable lenses [42–44]
with applications ranging from medical imaging [45, 46] to augmented reality [47].
Liquid crystals are also used as a component in fibers and other waveguides, where
they enable external control and tuning of the optical parameters [48–50].
Light beams affect the ordering of liquid crystals. The optical electric field itself
tends to align the liquid crystal molecules either parallel or perpendicular to the
light polarization [51, 52]. Alternatively, the addition of light-absorbing compounds
into the liquid crystal enables optical heating, with which it is possible to control
the transition between the liquid crystal phases and the isotropic liquid phase.
This effect enables imprinting of arbitrary profiles into the liquid crystal, including
singular defect structures [53, 54]. Together, optical molecular reorientation and
material birefringence form the mutual interaction between light and liquid crystals.
A direct result of this mutual interaction are nonlinear optics of liquid crystals [29],
where the nonlinearity comes not from molecular properties but from the change in
liquid crystal ordering [55].
The interaction between light and liquid crystals is very useful for observing and
identifying liquid crystal structures. An anisotropic fluerescent dye allows one
to determine the full 3D director structure with confocal microscopy [56]. These
structures can be highly complex, ranging from simple director distortions to
complex defect networks in confined geometries [57, 58]. By observing light beams
as they pass through these structures, either with direct polarizing microscopy or
with polarization-sensitive confocal multi-photon methods, the spatial profile of the
liquid crystal ordering can be reconstructed [59].
While uniform ordering of liquid crystals with no defects is desired for displays,
it is exactly the occurrence of different kinds of defects that makes liquid crystals
interesting for topology and singular optics research [60–62]. Defects in liquid
crystal ordering are typically present in confined geometries, or in the presence of
colloidal particles, where the liquid crystal cannot fulfill the boundary condition
while retaining a smooth director profile [63, 64]. Interactions between defects, as
well as between defects and colloidal particles embedded in the liquid crystal, enable
the hierarchical self-assembly of novel structures, such as two- and three-dimensional
colloidal crystals [65–67]. Further, light passing through these defects becomes a
defect light field with either phase or polarization singularities [68, 69], giving a
deeper insight into the topological behavior of both fields.
The results of this Thesis were published in Refs. [70–74] and are in preparation to
be published in Ref. [75].
The Thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we review the physical descriptions
of light and nematic liquid crystals, including how they affect one another. We also
describe the phenomenon of topological defects in both fields. Chapter 3 introduces
the numerical method developed and used for this Thesis. The basic elements of this
method, the Landau-de Gennes free energy minimization modelling of equilibrium
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liquid crystal ordering and finite-difference time-domain method for the propagation
of light through optically anisotropic materials, are described. Additional steps
required to combine the two methods and to complete the picture are presented as
well. In Chapter 4, we study the propagation and transformation of vector light
beams on singular nematic disclination lines. In Chapter 5, we focus on escaped
nematic profiles, where the spatial variations of the birefringence profile causes
focusing, lensing and guiding of light. These effects can be tuned by varying the
light beam power or by applying an external electric field. In Chapter 6, we show
how strongly focused light beams can imprint umbilic defects into an otherwise
uniform nematic profile, and quantify how the mutual interaction contributes to
these structures. Finally, we summarize the results and discuss possible future
extensions and applications.

Theoretical background

2

In this Chapter, we review the theoretical basis of light and liquid crystals. We
present the Maxwell’s equations governing the propagation of light, as well as their
solutions in optically isotropic and anisotropic media. We describe concepts that are
especially important for the interaction with liquid crystals, namely the polarization,
birefringence and intensity. We introduce nematic liquid crystals as anisotropic
optical materials based on a controllable molecular orientational order. We explain
how external fields, including light itself, affect their ordering and optical properties.

Light in anisotropic media

2.1

In classical physics, light as an electromagnetic field is characterized by oscillating
electric and magnetic fields governed by Maxwell’s equations [76, 77]
∇ ¨ D “ ρf ,
∇ ¨ B “ 0,
(2.1)
BB
BD
∇ˆE“´
,
∇ ˆ H “ Jf `
,
(2.2)
Bt
Bt
where E, D, B and H are the electric, displacement, magnetic and magnetizing fields,
respectively, while ρf and Jf are the free charge and current densities, respectively.
The fields are additonally connected via constitutive relations, which in the linear
optics state
D “ εε0 E,

B “ µµ0 H,

(2.3)

where ε is the relative electric permittivity and µ the relative magnetic permeability.
In general, ε and µ are tensors with a strong dependence on the light frequency.
There exist materials with negative µ or ε commonly referred to metamaterials [78]
that are beyond the scope of this work. In most materials that allow light to pass
though, such as air, water and liquid crystals, µ is almost isotropic and is very close
to 1. On the other hand, variations in ε and its anisotropy can be large and have
to be considered. In this work we assume no free charges or currents. Further, we
choose the natural dimensionless units of ε0 “ µ0 “ c “ 1. With our assumptions,
Maxwell’s equations can thus be rewritten using only two fields and one material
parameter as
∇ ¨ pεEq “ 0,
∇ˆE“´

∇ ¨ H “ 0,
BE
∇ˆH“ε .
Bt

BH
,
Bt
17

(2.4)
(2.5)
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This is a system of four coupled partial differential equations for two vector fields
that vary in time and space. Even when ignoring magnetic anisotropy, there is
still a tensorial parameter ε that may be anisotropic. The equations are internally
consistent [79]; any electric and magnetic fields that satisfy Eqs. (2.4) at some
point in time are valid solutions, with their time-evolution determined by Eqs. (2.5).
In the general case, these equations have a very wide range of solutions, as they
describe the behavior of a broad range of electric and magnetic fields.

2.1.1

Electromagnetic waves

When studying light, we are interested in electromagnetic waves, where the electric
and magnetic fields oscillate with a fixed frequency and propagate in a certain
direction. Restricting ourselves to waves allows us to define quantities that are
meaningful in optics, such as amplitude, wavelength and light polarization, in
addition to the frequency.
Electromagnetic waves satisfy the wave equation
∇2 E ´ ε

B2E
“0
Bt2

(2.6)

which can be obtained by combining both equations in Eq. (2.5). For monochromatic
light with a single frequency, we can assume the time dependence of E as
Epr, tq “ Eprqe´iωt ,

(2.7)

where ω “ 2πν is the angular frequency. The second time derivative is thus replaced
with multiplication by ´ω 2 . Similarly, the second space derivative is equivalent to
multiplication by ´k 2 , where k is the wave vector, and k “ |k|. In this manner, the
wave equation can be expressed as
k 2 E ´ ω 2 εE “ 0.

(2.8)

In general, ε is a tensor, so the solutions of Eq. (2.8) are the cases where E is an
eigenvector of ε, where we denote the corresponding eigenvalue by n2 . The positive
root of this eigevalue, n, is known as the index of refraction. The solution can be
explicitly written as
Epr, tq “ E0 eik¨r´iωt

(2.9)

Since the wave equation is linear, a sum of plane waves with different polarization
and different relative phases is also a solution. We can thus describe light in the
more general case as the sum of multiple plane waves
X
(2.10)
Epr, tq “
E0j eiϕj `ikj ¨r´iωj t
j

where ϕj are additional arbitrary phase delays between individual components. In
this thesis, we are focused on systems with a single frequency, ωj “ ω, propagating
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in a single direction. However, the wave vectors kj “ k are different because the
eigenvalues n2 of ε are different. From Equation (2.8), we can thus express all wave
vectors as kj “ nj k0 , where k0 is the wave vector in vacuum, and |k0 | “ k0 “ ω in
natural units.
In the general case where all three eigenvalues of ε are distinct, there are only three
valid solutions E0j along the principal axes of ε. Materials with such ε are called
biaxial birefringent materials. However, if two of the three eigenvalues of ε are equal,
with the third being different, the situation is different: any E0j in the eigenspace of
ε with the equal eigenvalues is a valid solution. Such materials are called uniaxial
birefringent materials. Finally, if all three eigenvalues are equal, the material is
optically isotropic, all nj are equal and any E0 is a valid solution. Because the
equation is linear, there are always at most three linearly independent solutions in
a three-dimensional space. Even if they have the same nj , there may be additional
phase delays ϕj between them.
Light with polarization parallel to one of the principal axes will observe the permittivity equal to the eigenvalue corresponding to that axis. On the other hand, light
with arbitrary polarization will be decomposed into components with polarization
along the principal axes, with each component observing a different ε, and with
it a different propagation velocity. Passing through a birefringent material, the
components will accrue a phase difference, essentially changing the light polarization
from linear to elliptical.
In uniaxial birefringent materials, we denote the eigenvector with the different
eigenvalue as the extraordinary axis, while the other two are ordinary axes. Light
travelling in a direction parallel to the extraordinary axis will observe the same
ε regardless of its polarization, since all the transversal polarizations are in the
subspace formed by the two ordinary axes. The material will thus appear isotropic
from this direction, which is often referred to as the optical axis. Their name stems
from the fact that there is only one such axis. In biaxial birefringent materials, on
the other hand, all three eigenvalues of the permittivity tensor are different, and
we cannot speak of ordinary and extraordinary axes. They do, however, have two
distinct optical axes.

Light beams

2.1.2

Plane waves, as described by Eq. (2.9), formally extend infinitely in both space
and time, so they cannot be observed in practice. Instead, we usually see light
emanating from a localized source. In this work, we are primarily interested in
collimated light beams, such as those emitted by lasers.
A light beam propagates in one direction, typically chosen to be the z axis. It
stretches infinitely in ˘z, but is localized in the xy plane. Usually, we consider the
scalar approximation, where the polarization of light is uniform. In such a geometry,
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we can write the electric field Ansatz as
Epr, tq “ E0 êK ψprq exppikz ´ iωtq

(2.11)

where ÊK is a unit vector in the transversal plane. The function ψ varies slowly
2
with z, so that BBzψ2 ! k Bψ
. Inserting this Ansatz into the wave equation (2.6),
Bz
we obtain
∇K ψ ` 2ik

Bψ
“0
Bz

(2.12)

2

where the term with BBzψ2 is assumed to be small and is neglected. This is known as
the paraxial wave equation and is a valid approximation for beams which diverge
slowly with z [80, 81]. Its basic solution is the Gaussian beam




ρ2
w0
ρ2
exp ´
ψpρ, zq “
exp ´ik
exp (iηpzq)
wpzq
wpzq2
2Rpzq

(2.13)

where the three exponential terms represent the Gaussian amplitude profile, wavefront curvature, and an additional phase shift, respectively.
Higher-order beam solutions that preserve the axially-symmetric intensity profile
are known as Laguerre-Gaussian modes [80]. In such beams, the phase shift has
an additional dependence on the azimuthal angle φ, meaning that the phase is
undefined at the axis. This phase discontinuity is rectified by the light intensity
dropping to zero. A different family of solutions to the vector paraxial equation are
cylindrical vector beams (CVBs), where the polarization of light, rather than phase,
has an angular dependence [82, 83]. In this case, the polarization is undefined at
the axis, which again is resolved by a zero-intensity region. These profiles are not
mutually exclusive, as angular dependence of phase and polarization dependence
can be present in the same beam [70, 84].
Light field component corrections
The paraxial equation is only an approximation, therefore Gaussian beams are not
exact solutions of Maxwell’s equations. Discrepancies can be easily seen, as the
equation assumes the propagation of light in a single direction, while the solution
in Equation (2.13) has curved wavefronts. Some of these discrepancies can be
rectified by adding corrections to the beam profile. In reality, light beams have
a longitudinal component, as well as component in the orthogonal transversal
polarization, which match the curved wavefronts and ensure that the polarization
is always perpendicular to the local propagation direction. These corrections are
weak in comparison with the main polarization, and can be expressed by a power
expansion over the parameter s “ pkw0 q´1 , which is valid as long as s ď 1 [85].
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The components of the electric field inside a Gaussian beam, expanded up to the
second order, equal [85]
h
i
Ex “ E0 1 ` s2 p´ρ2 Q2 ` iρ4 Q3 ´ 2Q2 ξ 2 q ` Ops4 q ψprq exppikz ´ iωtq
h
i
2
2
4
Ey “ E0 s p´Q ξηq ` Ops q ψprq exppikz ´ iωtq
h
i
Ez “ E0 sp´2Qξq ` Ops3 q ψprq exppikz ´ iωtq

(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)

where ξ, η and ζ are the rescaled coordinates, ξ “ x{w0 , η “ y{w0 , ζ “ z{pkw02 q,
ρ2 “ ξ 2 ` η 2 and Q “ 1{pi ` z{zR q. The zero-order terms yields the Gaussian
beam, while the first and second orders add a longitudinal component Ez and
the orthogonal transversal component Ey , respectively. Each of these components
further depends on the position along the axis and has a distinct symmetry in the
transversal plane. Analogous corrections can be made to the magnetic field.

Liquid crystals as optic materials

2.2

Liquid crystals are a unique state of matter that combines the properties of liquids
with those of crystals [27]. Like solid crystals, they are optically anisotropic.
However, due to their soft nature the axes and magnitude of this anisotropy can
vary in space, and can further be controlled externally. This possibility of changing
their optical properties via external fields gave rise to their widespread use in digital
displays [30] and other active optical elements, such as tunable lenses [42], tunable
waveguides [48] and tunable lasers [35]. Liquid crystals flow like liquids, which
enables complex interactions between microfluidics and the flow of light [86].

Nematic order

2.2.1

In a nematic liquid crystal, molecules have no long-range positional order, so they
are free to flow in any direction. However, they do have a long-range orientational
order: the molecules tend to align parallel to each other. The direction of this
alignment is called the director n which is defined as the local average of the
molecular orientation s. This alignment is mainly caused by the shape of the
molecules and is nonpolar, so the directions n and ´n are equivalent [27, 87]. The
equilibrium state of a nematic is a uniform director. However, confinement or the
presence of external electric or magnetic fields can cause the director to vary in
space, so we treat it as a director field nprq. The director n specifies the average
orientation of molecules, but not their fluctuations. The fluctuations of molecules
around the director are quantified by the degree of order S, defined as
S “ hP2 ps ¨ nqi “ hP2 pcos ϑqi

(2.17)
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where P2 pxq “ 12 p3x2 ´ 1q is the second Legendre polynomial. The average hs ¨ ni
is zero because of the director symmetry n “ ´n, so S is defined as the first
nonzero moment of the angle distribution. The value of S ranges from S “ 1, which
represents a perfectly ordered nematic where all molecules are parallel, to S “ ´ 12 ,
where all molecules are perpendicular to the director. An isotropic liquid, where
molecules have no orientational order, is characterized by S “ 0.
Both director and degree of order can be combined into the order parameter
tensor [27, 87]

S
P  p1q p1q
p2q p2q
Qij “ p3ni nj ´ δij q `
ei ej ´ ei ej
(2.18)
2
2
where ep1q K n is the secondary director and ep2q “ n ˆ ep1q . This formulation also
accounts for biaxiality P , which quantifies the fluctuations around the secondary
director ep1q . The Q tensor implicitly contains the director symmetry n “ ´n, as
director components ni appear only in quadratic terms. It is a traceless symmetric
tensor with five degrees of freedom.

2.2.2

Molecular structure

Nematic ordering of liquid crystals, as well as their optical properties, stem from
their molecular structure. The ordering is typically achieved in rodlike molecules,
such as biphenyls, a class of organic compounds with two aromatic rings linked
by a single bond. Typical examples are 4-cyano-4’-pentylbiphenyl, abbreviated as
5CB, and 4-cyano-4’-octylbiphenyl, also known as 8CB. Molecular structures of
both compounds are shown in Fig. 2.1

C

N

C

N

Figure 2.1: Molecular structures of 5CB (top) and 8CB (bottom)

The pair of aromatic rings in each molecule serves a dual purpose. First, it provides
a solid core for the molecules. The carbon chain on the left side of either molecule
is flexible, as each bond can be freely twisted. The biphenyl structure, however,
can still be rotated around its axis, but it cannot bend. It thus ensure a firm,
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rodlike structure for the molecule, which causes densely packed molecules to prefer
orientation parallel to neighboring molecules.
Second, the electrons within each aromatic ring are delocalized, and as such they
have much larger freedom of movement than electrons bound to a single atom. As
the two rings in a biphenyl are connected with a single direct bond, the electrons
can additionally move between the two rings. This introduces a strong anisotropy in
the response to an external electric field; due to increased freedom of movement of
electrons, polarizability of such a molecule is greater along its axis than in transverse
directions. This anisotropy holds at optical frequencies as well, which translates
directly into an anisotropic permittivity and a difference between ordinary and
extraordinary indices of refraction.

Free energy

2.2.3

In the equilibrium state, a system will minimize its free energy. For nematic liquid
crystals, the Landau-de Gennes free energy model is commonly used to describe the
nematic phase, as well as the transition between nematic and isotropic phase [27].
The free energy density at each point is a sum of multiple terms
f “ fNI ` fE ` fS ` fD ` . . .

(2.19)

where fNI is the Landau expansion that describes the phase transition, fE the elastic
free energy term due to director distortions, fS the surface anchoring term and fD
the dielectric coupling with an electric or optical field. Other contributions, such as
coupling with the magnetic field, material flow, flexolectricity, etc. are outside of
the scope of this work.
In a thermotropic liquid crystal, the nematic-isotropic phase transition is driven by
temperature, so a temperature-dependent Landau expansion is used. This transition
is of the first order, as the degree of order S jumps discontinuously from zero. A
fourth-order expansion of Q reproduces this behavior
1
1
1
fNI “ ApT q Tr Q2 ` B Tr Q3 ` CpTr Q2 q2
2
3
4

(2.20)

where the material parameter A depends on the temperature, while B and C are
constant. Choosing C ą 0 and B ă 0, the sign of A determines the phase. If A is
positive, the free energy term is minimal for Q “ 0, which describes the isotropic
phase. For positive A, on the other hand, free energy minimum is the nematic
phase, with the equilibrium degree of order is equal to


s 
2
1
B
B
8A 
S0 “ ´
`
´
(2.21)
2
3C
3C
3C
For some values of A, in the vicinity of the transition temperature, both the isotropic
and nematic states are local minima of the total free energy, with the relative heights
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of these minima dependent on the A. This regime is known as paranematic and
leads to hysteresis during the isotropic-nematic phase transition.
In bulk nematic liquid crystal, the free energy is lowest when all molecules can
be parallel to each other, i.e. when the director field is uniform. However, this
is not always possible due to confining boundaries and external fields, so spatial
distortions of the director field are present. They can be decomposed into three
elementary modes, shown in Fig. 2.2. Director distortions carry a free energy cost

Figure 2.2: Modes of elastic director distortions: splay, twist, and bend.

proportional to the square of the director derivative, so the liquid crystal behaves
as an effective elastic material. Each distortion mode has a corresponding elastic
constant, but in typical nematics these constant are usually within the same order
of magnitude [88]. The free energy model, and with it the numerical modelling
procedure, can be greatly simplified by using only one elastic constant. In this
approximation, the elastic contribution to free energy reduces to
1 BQij BQij
fE “ L
2 Bxk Bxk

(2.22)

using the Einstein summation convention, where L is the single elastic constant.
Within the Q tensor formalism, the elastic term contains both distortions of the
director field and spatial variations of the degree of order S. It is thus capable of
describing nematic defects – regions where S drops to zero and the director is not
defined.
Confining surfaces can have an effect on the ordering of the liquid crystals. Typically,
this effect is in the form of imposing a certain preferred director orientation, also
known as surface anchoring. The commonly used mathematical model for describing
this interaction is the Rapini-Papoular model [27]. Similarly to the effective elasticity
of the director distortions, surface anchoring does not impose a fixed director value,
but instead penalizes deviations from the preferred orientation with a quadratic term
in the free energy expression. In the Q tensor formulation, this can be expressed as
fS “

W
(Q ´ Q0 )2
2

(2.23)

where Q0 is the tensor imposing surface anchoring (i.e. the preferred director n0 and
preferred degree of order Ssurf ), and W is the anchoring strength. Typical values of
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the anchoring strength range between 10´7 J{m2 and 10´3 J{m2 . The most common
preferred directions are perpendicular to the surface, called homeotropic anchoring,
or parallel to the surface, called planar anchoring. Alternatively, a surface may
impose a certain angle between the director and the surface normal, allowing for
free rotation around the normal. The most common example is planar degenerate
anchoring, where the lowest free energy state is any director orientation parallel to
the surface.
An important feature of liquid crystals, and the central theme of this work, is their
response to external fields. The most important contribution is usually the dielectric
interaction with the electric field E. The ordering of molecules in liquid crystals is
typically nonpolar, so the lowest-order interaction supported by the Q tensor model
is quadrupolar. With a static electric field, the interaction term is [27]


1
2 mol
(2.24)
fD “ ´
εδij ` εa Qij Ei Ej
2
3
where ε is the isotropic part of ε, and εmol
is the anisotropic part of the molecular
a
electric permittivity – the permittivity of molecules if they were perfectly aligned.
In a real liquid crystal, the molecular anisotropy is multiplied by the degree of
order S to give the macroscopic material anisotropy εa “ εk ´ εK . However, in the
equation above S is already contained in Q, so we explicitly exclude it from the
anisotropy.
There is an equivalent interaction between the liquid crystals and an external
magnetic field. It is described by a free energy term


1
2 mol
fM “ ´
µδij ` µa Qij Hi Hj .
(2.25)
2
3
However, in typical liquid crystals, µmol
is very close to zero (of the order of 10´5 ),
a
so the anisotropy of µ is much lower than the anisotropy of ε. In the presence
of light, where the electric and magnetic fields carry the same amount of energy,
the magnetic coupling will always be much weaker than the dielectric coupling.
Therefore, the magnetic coupling will be neglected in the rest of this work.
A typical relaxation time of thermotropic nematic liquid crystals is in the order of
milliseconds. In the presence of high-frequency electric fields, such as an optical
field with a period of a few femtoseconds, the liquid crystal cannot follow the
rapidly-changing E, and instead tries to align with an effective electric field. We
thus define the intensity tensor
1
Iij “ hEi Ej i
2

(2.26)

where the brackets denote time-averaging over a duration comparable to the liquid
crystal relaxation time. The dielectric interaction term can be rewritten, while
dropping the terms independent of Q, as
2
fD “ ´ εmol
TrpIQq
3 a

(2.27)
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proving that this Thesis contains at least a trace of IQ. The scalar light intensity,
as it is commonly defined, can be computed as the trace of the intensity tensor.
We should note that both isotropic and anisotropic permittivities depend on the
frequency, so static fields and optical fields have to be considered as separate terms
with different εmol
a .

2.2.4

Defects

Defects are areas of reduced order where some order parameter becomes zero
or ill-defined. In nematic liquid crystals, defects in the orientational order are
characterized by a discontinuous or undefined director, while the continuity of
physical fields is preserved by the degree of order S dropping to zero [27]. Since
the director varies rapidly near the defect core, nematic defects carry a high energy
cost. However, their existence can be forced by the topological constraints of
confining surfaces or external fields. In 3D bulk nematics, defects are either points
or lines, with nematic defect lines commonly referred to as disclinations. Nematic
disclinations are characterized by their winding number, which specified how many
turns a director makes along a closed loop around the defect core. Because of the
director symmetry, disclinations with either integer or half-integer winding numbers
are possible in nematics.
Apart from the director, additional order parameters can be defined in nematics,
which result in different classes of defects. We can define the projection u of the
director n onto the xy plane as
u “ pnx , ny q

nz
.
|nz |

(2.28)

The in-plane projection u is a two-component vector that does not have the director
symmetry, but transforms as a normal vector. It is also not normalized, so we
can find areas where u “ 0, corresponding to the director n pointing in the z
direction. These areas are called umbilic defects. They are nonsingular defects, with
no discontinuities or strong distortions in the director field, but are still topologically
constrained in view of the projected director field.

2.3 Light-liquid crystal interaction
Optical anisotropy gives rise to the two-way interaction between light and liquid
crystals. The birefringent material changes the polarization of light passing through
it. At the same time, the dielectric coupling in Eq. (2.24) tries to orient the liquid
crystal parallel to the polarization of light. Both effects are driven directly by
the molecular anisotropy εmol
a . However, there are also many other parameters
that affect one or both interactions, including nematic elastic constants, confining
surfaces, light intensity, and temperature. Especially confinement and light field
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can be shaped almost arbitrarily, making the interaction between light and liquid
crystals a very interesting and broad field of study.

Material birefringence

2.3.1

In liquid crystals, the permittivity tensor ε is directly connected to the nematic
ordering as [27]
2
ε “ ε ` εmol
Q.
(2.29)
3 a
Because the anisotropic part of the permittivity tensor is directly proportional to Q,
the principal axes of ε correspond to the director and two perpendicular directions.
A nematic liquid crystal with uniaxial ordering will also be an optically uniaxially
birefringent, with the extraordinary axis parellel to the nematic director. In such
materials, the isotropic part can be expressed as
1
ε “ pεk ` 2εK q.
3

(2.30)

Notably, the Q tensor includes not only the director orientation but also the scalar
degree of order S. Since the optical anisotropy is proportional to Q, it is also
proportional to S, meaning that birefringence can be tuned by modifying the
degree of order. In thermotropic liquid crystals, the degree of order depends on
the temperature, so we observe a strong relation between temperature and both
ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices [89]. In display applications and other
optical devices, where a wide operating temperature range is desired, great effort is
taken to minimize this dependence [30]. On the other hand, temperature can serve
as another mechanism for controlling the optical response of liquid crystals.
In a uniaxial medium, if the wave vector k is parallel to the optical axis, the material
appears optically uniform. If the wave vector is perpendicular to the optical axis,
we observe
If the electric field is neither parallel nor perpendicular to the director, it is not a
solution to the wave equation, so it is not a steady state and the polarization of
light will change as it propagates. In the case where the wave vector is parallel or
perpendicular to the director, light will decompose into the ordinary and extraordinary polarization component, each of which is a solution to the wave equation. On
the other hand, when the wave vector forms an oblique angle ϑ with the director,
the ordinary component remains the same, but we can still express the effective
index of refraction for the extraordinary polarization [90]
1
1
cos2 ϑ sin2 ϑ
“
“
`
n2eff
εeff
n2o
n2e

(2.31)

no ne
neff “ p
.
2
n2o sin ϑ ` n2e cos2 ϑ

(2.32)

which can be simplified to
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Light-induced nematic reordering

Due to the dielectric coupling, an external electric field can affect nematic ordering.
mol
This coupling is also controled by the coupling constant εmol
is positive,
a . If εa
the liquid crystal molecules will tend to align in parallel to the electric field. On
the other hand, in a material with a negative εmol
a , the molecules will tend to align
perpendicular to the electric field. Most nematic liquid crystals have a positive
birefringence, which means that they also have a positive εmol
a . However, there
are some materials with a negative birefringence at low frequencies, but a positive
one at optical frequencies. There is a notable difference between these two modes
of interaction beyond a difference in signs: while a positive εmol
constant means
a
there is a single preferred direction in space, the negative interaction permits a free
rotation of the molecules around the electric field. Negative-birefringence materials
thus behave completely differently from a topological point of view; the difference is
similar to that between fixed surface anchoring (either homeotropic or planar) and
planar degenerate anchoring with an additional free rotation around the normal.
The dielectric coupling term fD is proportional to hEi Qij Ej i. This expression
has two extremes, one when the director is parallel to E, and one where it is
perpendicular to E. Depending on the sign of εmol
a , one is a maximum and the other
is a minimum. If the director is not in either of those two extremal configuration,
there is a nonzero torque which tries to rotate the molecules towards the minimal
free energy state.
If the inital conditions are such that the director is exactly in the free energy
maximum configuration, for example perpendicular to an electric field in a material
with positive εmol
a , there is no dielectric torque acting on the molecules. This
configuration is of course unstable, and fluctuations will quickly cause the system to
move into the state with a lower free energy. However, the dielectric coupling is only
one contribution to the total free energy of the liquid crystals, so it always competes
with the effective elasticity of spatial director variations, surface confinements, and
possibly other effects. If the electric field is weak enough compared to the elastic
constant L, a state with no director variations but with the director perpendicular
to the electric field has a lower total free energy than a state where the director is
aligned to the electric field, but has to vary in space to satisfy boundary conditions
such as surface anchoring. In the presence of a strong electric field, on the other
hand, minimizing the dielectric contribution becomes more important than elasticity,
and the director will align towards the electric field. This transition is called the
Fréedericksz transition which happens when the director changes from a uniform
state to a state with a distorted director under the influence of an applied electric
field [27, 91]. A similar transition is observed even if the electric field is not uniform,
such as in the presence of light beams. Indeed, light beams with polarization
perpendicular to the director have been shown to induce distortions and defects in
the director field [52]. Since the light beam has a distinct intensity profile, director
reorientation is stronger in the high-intensity region near the axis. Using vector
beams with spatially-dependent polarization, it is possible to imprint complex
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structure into the nematic director field. Despite the different geometry, however,
a beam intensity threshold is present, and reorientation only occurs if the beam
exceeds this threshold. Below the threshold, a uniform director profile has lower
free energy and is thus the stable configuration.
We should note that the threshold is only present if the electric field is perpendicular
to the director field. If the field and director form an oblique angle, there is a
nonzero torque acting on the liquid crystal molecules. In this case, the threshold
vanishes, and even weak electric field causes a non-zero reorientation of the director.

Timescales

2.3.3

In liquid crystals, light-matter interaction happens on two vastly different timescales.
The response of liquid crystals is limited mainly by the orientational viscosity γ, so
the characteristic reorientation time can be estimated as
τLC „ γ „ 1 ms

(2.33)

On the other hand, the light field changes with a characteristic time related to its
frequency as
τlight „ 1{ω „ 1 fs

(2.34)

The durations of the two processes differ by about 12 orders of magnitude. This
difference presents a great challenge for studying, and especially for modelling the
mutual interaction. Any direct integration method with a time-step small enough
to accurately describe the propagation of light would be impractically slow for
modelling the liquid crystal. Instead, we must choose a method that can reconcile
this difference by separating the timescales.

Methods

3

Self-consistent modelling of the mutual interaction between light and liquid crystals
poses a major modelling challenge, which we solved by developing a custom numerical
method. There exist multiple numerical methods for modelling the propagation of
light through different media, as well a multiple ways of modelling the ordering of
liquid crystals, some of which we present in this Chapter. We chose a combination
of finite-difference methods for both components, ensured compatibility between
the lattices, and combined them with an iterative procedure. Here, we describe in
detail both the finite-difference time-domain method and Landau-de Gennes free
energy minimization, as well as how we combine them to support the modelling of
the full two-way interaction.

Review of modelling approaches for light propagation

3.1

There exist different methods for modelling of light, each with its own simplified
description of the light fields. The choice of the numerical method depends on the
studied phenomenon, as well as the materials involved.
Jones calculus assumes that light propagates in a fixed direction z with a fixed
frequency, and that E and H are always perpendicular to that direction and
to each other [92]. The description uses only three values: Amplitudes of Ex
and Ey , as well as a relative phase difference between these two components,
which depend only on the z coordinate. These values can be packed into
a two-component complex vector, and each optical element is described by
a 2 ˆ 2 matrix. Notably, Jones calculus neglects wave phenomena such as
diffraction and refraction.
Berreman method is a generalization to Jones calculus where the transverse components of both electric and magnetic fields are used [93]. It has traditionally
been used for studying liquid crystal systems [94]. A notable advantage of
additionally tracking the magnetic field is that one can satisfy the boundary
conditions at interfaces, where conservation laws impose conditions for both
electric and magnetic fields.
The vector beam propagation method (VBPM) uses a full vector description
of both light fields, relaxing the requirement for a fixed direction of propagation,
instead it only assumes a general direction of propagation. The initial condition
31
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is set on one side of the simulation box, and then propagated in space using
a one-way model to fill the whole box. It cannot support light propagating
in the opposite direction, so it is not suitable for modelling systems where
reflection is important, such as resonators.
The finite element method (FEM) is a class of numerical methods where the
space is not discretized into a regular grid, but instead divided into triangles
(in 2D) or tetrahedra (in 3D). In the context of light propagation, it is used to
obtain the spatial profile of optical fields, but again only in the steady state.
In principle, any description of light can be used with the finite element grid,
but it is typically combined with a full vector description of light, similar to
the VBPM. The main benefit of this method is using finite elements instead
of a regular lattice, so the resolution can be adapted in order to model some
regions more precisely than others. It is commonly used in liquid crystal
studies, as well as in electronics, photonics and semiconductor physics [95].
The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) also uses the full vector description of light, but further allows for temporal variations. The light fields are
computed in the entire sample at each time step, making it very computationally expensive. However, it can model the time-evolution of the light fields on
the femtosecond scale, making it suitable for studying variable light sources,
rapid changes in the material, or phenomena such as light pulses. Unlike
the Jones method and VBPM, there is no preferred direction of propagation,
so it is possible to accurately model refraction, diffraction and reflections in
arbitrary directions.

3.2 Finite-difference time-domain method
We characterize light by two vector fields: the electric field E and the magnetic field
H. 1 These fields can vary both in space and time, subject to Maxwell’s equations
and material properties. The FDTD method is a very general method, using the full
vector description of light with all six components of both light fields and complete
spatial and temporal dependence [96]. As such, it has proven especially suitable for
problems with complex, optically anisotropic materials with strong variations of
refractive indices. Liquid crystals in confined geometries, where the optical axis can
vary rapidly in space, are a prime example of such a material.
The time-evolution of E and H is computed directly using the Maxwell’s equations
ε
1

BE
“ ∇ ˆ H,
Bt

µ

BH
“ ´∇ ˆ E.
Bt

(3.1)

Alternatively, Maxwell’s equations and with them a description of light can be formulated
with field densities D and B, which are related to the field strengths via simple constitutive
relations. The choice of which fields are primary and which are auxiliary is not significant, as long
as we use one electric and one magnetic field.
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Since both equations are explicit, the FDTD method seems relatively easy to implement. However, the above equations only hold in bulk and in the absense of
any changes, currents and light sources. For the setups described in this work, a
successful implementation must support incident light beams. To achieve meaningful
results and approach experiments, we also have to provide sufficient absorption at
the boundary to minimize reflection. Additionally, even in bulk, the equation are
usually discretized on a special lattice, adding further complication to the method.

Light sources

3.2.1

Maxwell’s equations include terms for sources in the form of charge and current
densities. However, in a typical experimental or numerical setup, there are no
sources inside the sample, but rather an incident light source shining into the
simulation box. In experiments, this may be a white background light, a collimated
laser beam, polarized light used for polarizing microscopy, or any other light source.
Within the FDTD method, such an external light source is modelled by introducing
an imaginary boundary inside the simulation box; we assume that there is a light
beam behind this barrier. Numerically, this is achieved by adding or subtracting
the appropriate electric or magnetic field whenever we need to compute a finite
difference between two points on opoosite sides of the barrier [96].
The time-evolution equations (3.1) contain first-order spatial derivatives of both
electric and magnetic field. In a finite-difference method, these spatial derivatives
are approximated by differences between field values at neighboring points. When a
difference needs to be computed between two points that lie on the opposite sides of
the source-simulating boundary, the desired incident field is added to or subtracted
from the difference. An arbitrary electric or magnetic field can be added to the
finite difference computation, allowing for modelling of any incident light fields,
including those with complex spatial and temporal dependencies, as well as complex
polarization or phase profiles. Typically, this artificial boundary is placed at one
face of the simulation box, in order to model incident light coming from one side.

Absorbing boundary conditions

3.2.2

For better matching with an experimental setup, it is desirable that light that passes
through the region of interest leaves the simulation box and never returns. However,
this is impossible to achieve in a finite grid. Since the optical wave equation is a
second order differential equation, applying Dirichlet, Neumann or Robin boundary
conditions always results in a total reflection of the light field. To prevent reflection,
a special boundary layer is added with high absorption of light.
Regular physical absorption within the material reduces reflection, however it
requires a boundary that is at least several wavelengths thick [96]. Because this
boundary has to surround the entire simulation box, it considerably increases the
grid size, reducing the amount of space for useful computations. Further, a sudden
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change in absorption between the sample and the absorbing region causes reflection
from that interfaces. This sudden step can be mitigated by gradually increasing
absorption from zero to some maximum value, but that requires an even thicker
absorbing region.
Instead, we can apply the perfectly-matched layer (PML) [96, 97], which uses
nonphysical material properties and light fields to achieve high absorption even in
a thin region. The material in such a layer has nonzero electric conductivity σ,
as well as nonphysical magnetic conductivity σ ˚ . Setting σ ˚ {σ “ µ{ε, impedance
matching at the interface between the liquid crystals and the absorbing layer can
be achieved [96], which prevents reflections from this interface.
Further, the perfectly-matched layer splits the each component of the electric and
magnetic field into two components, each governed by a different equation:
Ex “ Exy ` Exz ,
Ey “ Eyx ` Eyz ,
Ez “ Ezx ` Ezy ,

Hx “ Hxy ` Hxz ,
Hy “ Hyx ` Hyz ,
Hz “ Hzx ` Hzy .

(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)

Similarly, components of Maxwell’s equations are also separated into one equation
for each of the newly split fields. The introduction of extra components allow for an
additional nonphysical anisotropy in conductivity and in magnetic losses. Only the
beam component with the wave vector perpendicular to the layer is absorbed, while
the rest continues to propagate inside the PML, until it is absorbed at the corners.
This allows absorption that is independent of the angle of incidence, effectively
treating each light wave as though it was perpendicular to the interface.

3.2.3

Choice of lattice

The light fields and Maxwell’s equations have to be discretized. It is possible to do
it on a simple cubic lattice, but due to the structure of the equations it is preferable
to use a lattice where all differences are central. Such a lattice was proposed by
Yee [98, 99] and stores each component of E and H at a different site. Positions of
these sites are shown in Fig. 3.1 A.
Further, the electric and magnetic fields are stored at different times, with the
magnetic field stored at a time half a step later than the electric field. We can
see that using this arrangement, all derivatives are known at exactly the time and
place where they are needed. In the case of diagonal ε and µ, we can write out the
equations of motion (3.1) with field components as
εxx

BEx
BHz BHy
“
´
,
Bt
By
Bz

BEy
BHx BHz
“
´
,
Bt
Bz
Bx
BHy BHx
BEz
εzz
“
´
,
Bt
Bx
By

εyy

µxx

BHx
BEy BEz
“
´
,
Bt
Bz
By

BHy
BEz BEx
“
´
,
Bt
Bx
Bz
BEx BEy
BHz
µzz
“
´
.
Bt
By
Bx

µyy

(3.5)
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between the standard Yee lattice (A) and our lattice that supports
arbitrary anisotropic ε and µ (B).

Comparing these equations with the component positioning in Fig. 3.1, and considering that time derivatives of each field are known at the same time as the values
(and spatial derivatives) of the other field, it is evident that all derivatives are
computed at the correct places. For example, BEx {Bz and BEz {Bx are both known
at the exact location of Hy , but at a time between two of its values, which is exactly
where BHy {Bt is needed. The same is true for all six equations above. Because
of this property, the Yee lattice offers improved accuracy over the simple cubic
lattice [96, 99]. Since the number of computations is the same, this improvement
cames with no loss of computational performance.
Unfortunately, the benefits of the Yee lattice are only present where permeability
and permittivity tensors are both either scalar or diagonal. If we add nondiagonal
elements such as εxy to Eqs. (3.5), the equations for the time evolution of the electric
field become
εxx

BEx
BEy
BEz
BHz BHy
` εxy
` εxz
“
´
,
Bt
Bt
Bt
By
Bz

BEx
BEy
BEz
BHx BHz
` εyy
` εyz
“
´
,
Bt
Bt
Bt
Bz
Bx
BEx
BEy
BEz
BHy BHx
εzx
` εzy
` εzz
“
´
.
Bt
Bt
Bt
Bx
By

εyx

(3.6)

These equations are no longer explicit, as a linear system of three equations has to
be solved at every point to obtain BE{Bt. More importantly, all spatial derivatives
of the magnetic field are needed at each electric field evaluation, negating the
advantage of the Yee lattice. Nondiagonal elements can be avoided in a solid crystal
where the optical axes are uniform across the entire crystal, so the tensors can
be diagonalized by choosing the coordinate systems. Liquid crystals, on the other
hand, feature nonuniform optical axes, so such a coordinate system does not exist.
Instead, the method has to be adapted to support a fully-anisotropic permittivity
tensor ε. It is possible to use the same lattice with arbitrary permittivity tensors,
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but this causes the loss of the central-difference property, which is the main benefit
of the Yee lattice. This in turn reduces the accuracy of the computation, and also
gives rise to numerical stability concerns [100].
In this Thesis, we model the propagation of light especially through complex liquid
crystal structures, so we cannot rely on diagonalization of ε. We are further
constrained by the compatibility with the method for calculating the equilibrium
ordering of the liquid crystals, as described in Section 3.3. That method produces
a director field, from which the permittivity tensor ε is computed, on a simple
cubic lattice. To reconcile these conflicts, we implement a custom lattice wich is a
compromise between the simple cubic lattice and the Yee lattice. The electric and
magnetic field are still known at different positions and at different times, but all
three components of each field are stored at the same site, as shown in Fig. 3.1 B.
Our lattice has the same accuracy as the Yee lattice, while keeping numerical
stability even in the fully anisotropic case. However, this comes at a cost to
performance: since the spatial derivatives are no longer positioned at the correct
location, we must compute multiple derivatives and average them. Using the lattice
in Fig. 3.1 B, each spatial difference is replaced by an average of four neighboring
differences, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Calculating the derivatives is a small part
of the computation, this change does not contribute significantly to the overall
computation time.

Figure 3.2: Spatial derivatives of the electric field E over x are defined in the four edges of
the cube and are marked with red arrows. The value needed at the center of the cube,
marked with a blue dot, where the magnetic field H is defined. An average of the four
neighboring edge values is used to obtain the value at the center.
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Using the notation
Eabc “ Epi ` a, j ` b, k ` c, tq,

(3.7)

where a, b and c are local x, y, z coordinates of the site within the cell, and i, j,
k are the global coordinates of the cell, updating the magnetic field at lattice site
pi, j, kq from time t ´ 1 to t is performed as
1
BE
“ (E111 ´ E011 ` E101 ´ E001 ` E110 ´ E010 ` E100 ´ E000 ) ,
Bx
4
BE
1
“ (E111 ` E011 ´ E101 ´ E001 ` E110 ` E010 ´ E100 ´ E000 ) ,
By
4
BE
1
“ (E111 ` E011 ` E101 ` E001 ´ E110 ´ E010 ´ E100 ´ E000 ) ,
Bz
4


BEz BEy BEx BEz BEy BEx
´
,
´
,
´
∇ˆE“
,
By
Bz Bz
Bx Bx
By
Hpi, j, k, tq “ Hpi, j, k, t ´ 1q ´ ∇ ˆ E.

(3.8)

The basic equations for updating the electric field are identical up to a sign. However,
the actual computation is slightly more complicated. First, we have to consider
the anisotropy of ε, this is done by multiplying the curl of H with ε´1 . Second, we
have to take into account the asymetric lattice. A magnetic site with index pi, j, kq
is surrounded by eight electric sites with equal or greater indices, hence the abc
above are all either one or zero. An electric site, on the other hand, is surrounded
by eight magnetic sites with equal or lower indices, so we need to take magnetic
field values at appropriate sites. The same applies to time, fields are updated in
alternate steps, and we update both electric and magnetic fields within a single
step at time t. The choice of which field is shifted in space and time is arbitrary,
care must only be taken to never take values outside of the simulation box. The
resulting equations for updating the electric field at lattice site pi, j, kq are
Habc “ Hpi ´ 1 ` a, j ´ 1 ` b, k ´ 1 ` c, t ´ 1q,
BH
1
“ (H111 ´ H011 ` H101 ´ H001 ` H110 ´ H010 ` H100 ´ H000 ) ,
Bx
4
BH
1
“ (H111 ` H011 ´ H101 ´ H001 ` H110 ` H010 ´ H100 ´ H000 ) ,
By
4
BH
1
“ (H111 ` H011 ` H101 ` H001 ´ H110 ´ H010 ´ H100 ´ H000 ) ,
Bz
4


BHz BHy BHx BHz BHy BHx
∇ˆH“
´
,
´
,
´
,
By
Bz Bz
Bx Bx
By
Epi, j, k, tq “ Epi, j, k, t ´ 1q ` ε´1 p∇ ˆ Hq.

(3.9)
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3.3 Minimization of Landau-de Gennes free energy
The Landau-de Gennes free energy model is used for characterizing the ordering
of liquid crystals [27, 87]. As common in minimization problems, we use EulerLagrange equations for the finding the minumum of the free energy functional. The
implementation used in this work is based on the code which was originally written
in our group and has been used extensively on different systems [101].
We use a finite-difference method on a uniform cubic lattice, where the Q tensor is
updated on all lattice sites at each time step. The method is very similar to the
FDTD used for calculating the propagation of light, only the equations for updating
the field values at each step are different. Using the expression of the Landau-de
Gennes free energy of the nematic liquid crystal, we compute the residuals of the
Euler-Lagrange (E-L) equation as
hij “

Bf
Bf
´ Bk
BQij
BpBk Qij q

(3.10)

where Bk is the derivative in the kth spatial dimension. The local change to the
orientational order is then computed as
Qij Ð Qij ´

∆t
hij
γ

(3.11)

where γ is the rotation viscosity of the liquid crystal. This way, the algorithm
matches the physical time-evolution of a viscous system with orientational order.
Since the Q tensor has only five degrees of freedom, and Eq. (3.11) has 6 components,
the tracelessness has to be restored after each step.
The relaxation method used here is typically slower than direct solving using
FEM or the conjugate gradient method. However, its ability to not only obtain
the equilibrium ordering but also match the physical evolution of the system is
important when it is combined with other fields, such as light or material flow.
Further, the relaxation approach requires a minimal amount of computer memory,
as the Q tensor is only stored once at each point. This is very important when
implementing the method to run on graphics processing units (GPUs), which support
very fast computation but have a limited amount of memory.

3.4 Modelling the mutual interaction
We consider two main points of interaction between the propagation of light and
the ordering of liquid crystals: One is the birefringence of the liquid crystal, as the
director profile and the nematic degree of order change the optical properties of the
material. The second is the dielectric coupling, where the liquid crystal molecules
tend to align parallel to the effective electric field. Other possible effects, such as
interaction with the magnetic field, flexolectricity and material flow are neglected.
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The chosen lattices in both modelling methods are compatible and allow for easy
coupling of both procedures. Combined modelling is performed iteratively; a number
of liquid crystal reorientation steps are followed by a number of light propagation
steps, and repeated until convergence is achieved. Since the two methods operate
on different field, additional processing needs to be performed during each switch:
• When switching from liquid crystal modelling to light, we convert the order
parameter tensor Q to the permittivity tensor ε. These two quantities are
closely related, so conversion is straightforward
2
Q.
ε “ ε ` εmol
3 a

(3.12)

In FDTD computations, only the inverse of the permittivity tensor is needed,
so ε is inverted before being stored in memory. This happens on each grid
cell separately, so it can be efficiently computed in parallel.
• When switching from light back to liquid crystal modelling, a suitable average
of the electric field is computed. E-L equations for the nematic order contain
a term with the product Ei Ej ; however the optical electric field oscilates
orders of magnitude faster than liquid crystal molecules can follow. With
high-frequency fields, the liquid crystal molecules are affected by the temporal
mean of this product, which we introduced before as the intensity tensor
Iij “ ε0 hEi Ej i. Since computing the intensity tensor requires time-averaging
over one wave period, multiple (typically around 10, depending on resolution)
FDTD steps have to be performed during this conversion.
Ideally, switching between modelling light and liquid crystals would happen very
frequently, possibly even after every step. However, with the extra processing
needed between each batch of FDTD or liquid crystal (LC) computation, this is not
practical. In order to achieve fast convergence, we must choose suitable compromise
for the numbers of steps in each batch. For the light, there is a natural candidate
for the number of steps: as long as it takes for the light to traverse the entire
simulation box. With box sizes used in this work, where the z dimension ranges up
to a thousand, this requires between 1,000 and 2,000 FDTD steps2 . The optimal
number of LC steps per cycle is less clear, and also dependent on the time step δt{γ.
In this Thesis, we used different values ranging from 5,000 to 20,000, depending on
the size of the system.
The full procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3.3, with the compute-intensive cycle
encircled in red. We typically start with an initial condition for the nematic director
field, from which the Q tensor is computed. During each computational cycle, the
Q tensor is first converted to ε´1 in place, and light is propagated through the
sample. Then, the intensity tensor Iij is computed with averaging over a sufficient
number of light steps. The inverse permittivity tensor ε´1 is then converted back to
2

Our dimensionless units assume c “ 1 in vacuum, but the materials studied here have refractive
indices of about 1.5, so the number of steps is about 1.5 times the box dimension.
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the Q tensor, which is then relaxed by minimizing the total Landau-de Gennes free
energy. After relaxation, it is compared with the Q tensor from the previous cycle.
If the difference is below a certain value, the program assumes it has converged and
stops. Otherwise, the cycle is repeated.
Initial Q

Start

Convert
Q to ε´1
Light propagation

Output E, H

Compute
Iij , convert
ε´1 to Q

Repeat

Liquid crystal
relaxation
no

Q converged?

Output Q
yes

Stop

Figure 3.3: Flowchart of a combined numerical algorithm for modelling the mutual
interaction between light and liquid crystals. The program alternates between steps of
light propagation (FDTD) and liquid crystal relaxation (Landau-de Gennes free energy
minimization), until the change in one cycle is small enough. Conversions are performed
when switching methods. Intermediate and final states of the light and director fields are
saved to disk for further processing and visualization.

3.4.1

Implementation

The computational code is written in a combination of Python, OpenCL and C++
languages. OpenCL is one of the two most popular toolkits for graphics processing
unit (GPU) computation, the other being NVIDIA CUDA. We chose OpenCL because
of its compatibility with multiple GPU vendors, as well as the possibility of running
the same code on central processing units (CPUs). The latter was important due to
limited memory of GPUs, as the code has been used to run simulation with large
systems, requiring up to 128 GB of RAM. The entire computational cycle outlined
in red in Fig. 3.3 is implemented in OpenCL, including liquid crystal relaxation,
propagation of light, as well as conversions between the two. The field data only
needs to be transferred from the GPU in order to be written out to a data file.
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The program itself, including code for initializing the OpenCL environment and
saving the data files, is written in Python. Python is an interpreted language and
has been chosen for ease of development rather than performance. However, as the
initial setup is performed only at the start of each run, and saving data only at the
end of each run, the choice of language does not have a significant impact on the
overall performance of the program.
Finally, post-processing is run on the direct outputs of the program, such as
extracting the director n and degree of order S from data containing the full order
parameter tensor Q, in order to ease visualization. This process includes calculating
the eigensystem of a large number of matrices, one at each point, which would be
too slow if implemented in Python. The code for this processing is thus written
in C++, and runs asynchronously at the same time as the computation is being
performed on the GPU. Such a setup achieves very good resource utilization and
ensures that the main computation cycle never has to wait for output processing or
data saving.

Validation and performance considerations

3.4.2

The liquid crystal free energy minimization method has been used extensively in
our research group [52, 58, 64, 102, 103] and thus required no further validation.
The FDTD method for the propagation of light, although much newer, has also been
tested and used before [70, 72, 104]. Only the combination of the two methods,
together with additional conversions, needed special testing and calibration. The
results can be tested by running both methods separately. Indeed, a correct solution
(E, Q) to the coupled problem must satisfy two conditions:
1. Q is the equilibrium ordering of the liquid crystal under a fixed electric field
E and
2. E is the correct light field resulting from propagation through liquid crystal
with fixed ordering Q.
Both these conditions are easily checked by holding one of the fields (E, Q) stationary
and compute the other, then compare the result with the results of the combined
method. Depending on whether the last step in the procedure is relaxation or
FDTD, one of these conditions are automatically true. To be extra sure, however,
we double-checked the results after every computation by running both tests.
Because the method for obtaining the ordering of the liquid crystal follows physical
viscous relaxation, the number of liquid crystal relaxation steps do not affect the
end result much. We experimented with different fixed numbers of steps, as well as
dynamic convergence tollerances. For our system sizes and with the intial conditions
topologically similar to equilibrium states, we found that between 5,000 and 20,000
steps per cycle is optimal, with little change in total convergence speed within
this range. Decreasing the number of relaxation steps requires more conversion
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cycles to achieve convergence of the full combined method, which in turn negatively
impacts performance. On the other hand, increasing the number of steps runs into
diminishing returns, as the light less often synchronized with the liquid crystal
order, so cycle time is increased but the number of cycles remains constant. Using
a variable relaxation step count proved even slower, as there was additional need
to compute the total free energy of the system in order to test convergence. We
believe that a variable step count would be more useful in cases where not even
the approximate equilibrium state is known. In such cases, the initial condition
would have to be first relaxed for a longer time, and then subsequent cycles where it
only reacts to changes in the light field could be shorter. However, for the systems
studied in this Thesis, we always had good approximations for equilibrium states.
Both the FDTD method and the free energy minimization are very computationally
intensive. The simulation is done in 3D, so the number of points (and the number
of operations) grows very quickly with grid size. However, both LC relaxation and
FDTD, as well as the conversions during switching, are highly parallel. Updating the
fields at one point requires only data from the point itself and its direct neighbors.
The combined method is a prime candidate for running on dedicated parallel
processors, such as GPUs. Unlike CPUs, which are optimized for general computing,
GPUs are highly specialized and can perform certain tasks much faster. Such tasks
are commonly classified as single instruction multiple data (SIMD), where the same
operation (such as updating the electric field or the Q tensor) is performed at the
same time on a large number of points, while each point can hold its own data (such
as the current electric and magnetic field at that point). The computation itself
runs very fast, since GPUs have thousands of cores and process many grid points at
the same time. However, data transfer between main computer memory and the
GPU quickly become the main performance bottleneck. For the workloads presented
in this Thesis, data transfer is minimized since all computation, including FDTD,
LC relaxation and all conversions between them run on the GPU, and the data is
only copied when output is needed. With these optimizations, we obtained speed
gains of about 10ˆ over running the same procedure on the CPU.
In addition to computational time, the combined FDTD-LC relaxation method
requires a large amount of computer memory. At each cell point, we have to store
two vectors (E and H), three tensors (ε, Q and I), and two auxiliary fields that
are not physical but needed for modelling: one specifies the material type, and the
other maps coordinates between the inner cell and the PML. We can reduce this
number by storing Q and ε in the same memory; they are never needed at the same
time, and it is easy to convert between them. In total, we still have to keep track of
at least 20 floating-point numbers at each grid point. With the speed of GPU, the
method is bounded by the memory requirements rather than computational time.
It would be possible to improve the performance slightly while increasing memory
usage by storing some values rather than compute them at every step, but due to
the memory bound we decided against it.
Using our equipment, which consists of multiple NVIDIA Titan X GPUs with 3072
cores and 6 GB of RAM each, we were able to model systems with up to 50 million
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points in the computational domain, excluding the surrounding PML. In order
to lift the domain size limit, the code support for running on multiple GPUs
simultaneously by dividing the simulation box into multiple shards, with each shard
stored on a different device. However, multi-GPU operation comes at a cost: as the
computation at each point requires updated values at all its neighbors, there is a
large amount of synchronization involved. After each LC or FDTD step, points at
the boundary between shards have to be synchronized, which considerably slows
down the computation. Still, when measuring the performance of modelling on two
GPUs, we found it is still consistently faster than running on a CPU by a factor of
at least 4. Even for system that are too large to fit on a single GPU, the advantages
of faster computation outweigh the disadvantage of additional synchronization and
data transfer at every step. Finally, support for accelleration with multiple GPUs
means that our program can take advantage of recent advances in compute cluster
solutions, which allow a program to utilize GPU resources on multiple machines at
the same time [105].

Beam propagation along
singular nematic defect lines

4

Light propagating through an optically anisotropic material undergoes a transformation of its polarization and phase profiles. If the anisotropy profile can be
patterned, light beams with various polarization profiles, including singular profiles
with defects in polarization and phase, can be obtained. Liquid crystal defect lines
are especially interesting for light manipulation, as they exhibit a singularity of the
optical axis in the center of the line. In bulk nematic liquid crystals, only defect
lines with winding numbers ˘1{2 are stable, however, with appropriate confinement
higher-order lines can be produced and stabilized as well.
In this Chapter, we model a monochromatic collimated light beam with wavelength
λ “ 480 nm and beam waist w0 “ 1600 nm. Light pulses are used with the same
wavelength and width as beams, their duration is equal to T “ 6 fs or about 4 wave
periods. The liquid crystal has ordinary and extraordinary indices of refraction equal
to no “ 1.54 and ne “ 1.69, respectively, resulting in birefringence of ∆n “ 0.15.
The single elastic constant is equal to L “ 40 pN. These parameters roughly
correspond to a standard nematic [89] and visible light. A three-dimensional lattice
of 224 ˆ 224 ˆ 640 voxels is used, with a resolution of 30 nm, resulting in a total
sample size of 6.7 µm ˆ 6.7 µm ˆ 19.2 µm.

Transformation of light beams

4.1

We model a linearly polarized Gaussian beam travelling along a nematic defect
line. The spatial differences in the observed refractive index induce changes in the
beam shape. In a nematic liquid crystal, the high free energy cost of the director
distortions near the defect core will cause the degree of order S to drop, effectively
melting the nematic in the core to isotropic state. However, the size of the melted
area is usually about 10 nm [27], much smaller than the wavelength of visible light,
so its effect on the beam can be neglected. The light thus observes an effectively
discontinuous index of refraction, so we can expect defects in the light field as well.
Indeed, in Fig. 4.1 we observe that light will refract away from the defect core,
producing a zero-intensity region at the nematic defect core. The zero-intensity
region allows for defects in the phase and polarization of light, while still preserving
the continuity of the physical electric and magnetic fields. It appears in all singular
disclinations, regardless of the winding number, as long as a defect in the director
field is present.
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Figure 4.1: Intensity profile of a linearly polarized Gaussian beam travelling along a singular
nematic defect line with winding number sn “ `1{2. A zero-intensity region forms at
the defect core around 1 µm into the defect line. Light intensity profiles (A) at different
distances into the disclination show the gradual transformation from a pure Gaussian
profile to a profile with a zero-intensity region at the center. (B) In this geometry, light
observes the higher extraordinary refractive index at x ą 0, and the lower ordinary index
at x ă 0. The isosurface of local light intensity (C) shows the beam steering towards the
area with the higher index of refraction, as we observe a slight upwards curving of the
beam. Periodic ripples and a slight shift towards the area with positive x, where light
observes a higher refractive index, are visible as well.

As a birefringent material, the liquid crystal affects the polarization of incident light.
Therefore, a uniform linearly polarized Gaussian beam travelling along a nematic
defect line will immediately begin changing its polarization. In a nematic defect
line with winding number sn , the optical axis is parallel to the nematic director,
and forms an angle
αpφq “ sn φ ` α0

(4.1)

with the incident beam polarization, where φ is the polar angle and α0 is the angle
between the incident polarization and the φ “ 0 axis. The nematic is a uniaxially
birefringent material, so the extraordinary polarization is parallel to the director,
while the ordinary polarization is perpendicular to the director but still in the xy
plane.
In general, the incident polarization is neither ordinary nor extraordinary, so the
beam splits into the two eigenmodes. These eigenmodes propagate with different
velocities, so they accrue a phase difference ∆ proportional to the distance travelled
z. Figure 4.2 shows the polarization patterns created by the two eigenmodes
combining with different phases.
Where the phase difference equals π, an interesting defect structure in the polarization profile appears, where the polarization at every point is linear, but the direction
has a spatial dependence. This pattern can be observed in Fig. 4.2 C, F and H. In
the case of a sn “ `1{2 defect line, light polarization forms a defect with a winding
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Figure 4.2: Polarization profiles of the initially Gaussian beam at different distances into
a sn “ `1{2 defect line. The direction of cylinders shows the polarization of light, their
size is proportional to the amplitude, and color the degree of elliptical polarization –
red means linear, green means circular, orange and yellow tones mean elliptical. (A-E)
polarization profiles over one period show the gradual transition from a uniform profile to
a defect profile and back, with areas of elliptical polarization in-between. (F-I) images as
half-period intervals show the continuing interchanging between a uniform profile and a
defect polarization profile, with a period of z0 . The polarization defect always has twice
the winding number of the defect line; in the case of a `1{2 line, light polarization has a
defect with winding number `1.

number of sp “ `1. When studying nematic defect lines with different winding
numbers, we observe that the light defect always has exactly twice the winding
number of the defect in the director field, and the relation can be written as
sp “ 2sn .

(4.2)
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The observed relation satisfies topological constrains of both fields. Due to director
symmetry, where n and ´n are equivalent, defect lines in nematics can have halfinteger winding numbers. The electric field in light, on the other hand, is a proper
vector, so defects in it can only have integer winding numbers. Equation (4.2) shows
that there is a topologically valid light defect produced for each possible defect
line, and that every topologically distinct light polarization defect can be generated
with a certain nematic defect line. A number of defect lines with different winding
numbers and the corresponding light polarization profiles is shown in Fig. 4.3

Nematic

A

B

E

D

E

E

E

sn “ `1{2
G

sn “ ´1{2
H

E

E

sn “ `1
I

sn “ ´1
J

Light

sn “ `1{2
F

C

Figure 4.3: Defect light polarization profiles obtained by shining a linearly polarized
Gaussian beam along nematic defect lines with various winding numbers. In all cases,
the polarization defect has twice the winding number of the liquid crystal defect. For
the sn “ `1{2 defect line, changing the incident polarization (A, B) results in different
polarization profiles (F, G), although they still have the same winding number. Polarization
profiles produced by disclinations with winding numbers ´1{2 (C, H), `1 (D, I) or ´1
(E, J) are shown as well.

The relation between the winding number of the nematic disclination and the
winding number of the generated vector light beam in Eq. (4.2) can be qualitatively
explained by using the Jones formalism. In the Jones formalism, a phase plate with
a retardation of δ is described by a Jones matrix Mδ [38]:


1 0
Mδ pαq “ Rpαq ¨
¨ Rp´αq
(4.3)
0 eiδ
where



cos α ´ sin α
Rpαq “
sin α cos α

(4.4)

is the rotation matrix by angle α, which corresponds to the local orientation
of the optical axis. In a nematic defect line, this equals the nematic director
n “ cos α êx ` sin α êy . For a defect line with winding numer sn , the director angle
varies as α “ sn φ ` α0 , where α0 is a constant. The polarization defect structure is
observed where the phase difference equals half a wave, δ “ π. A phase plate with
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retardation π is also known as the “q-plate”, and is described by the Jones matrix


cos 2α sin 2α
Mπ pαq “
.
(4.5)
sin 2α ´ cos 2α
Applying M to a linear x-polarized incident beam, we obtain
 


1
cosp2sn φ ` 2α0 q
Eout “ Mπ ¨ E0
“ E0 ¨
0
sinp2sn φ ` 2α0 q

(4.6)

which is now a defect light field with a winding number of sp “ 2sn generated by
the defect field of nematic disclination with winding number sn .
The distance of light travelled at which the double-winding-number defect emerges
in the light field z is determined by the condition p2m ` 1qπ “ δ “ pke ´ ko qz, from
which follows
z“

p2m ` 1qλ
λ
“ p2m ` 1q
,
2pne ´ no q
2∆n

m P Z,

where λ is the wavelength in vacuum and ∆n “ ne ´ no is the material birefringence.
At typical values for 5CB and visible light, the first complete defect in the polarization
profile (m “ 0) emerges at
zd “

480 nm
« 1.6 µm .
2 ˆ 0.15

(4.7)

We should stress that the above derivation is only qualitative, as it is based on
simple 2 ˆ 2 Jones calculus which completely neglects refraction and diffraction.
The light field resulting from the Jones methods is non-physical; in the Jones view,
exactly at the disclination, the director angle α is discontinuous, and so is the
predicted electric field, which is a non-physical soultion in reality effectively solved
by refraction. Our full FDTD numerical simulations, on the other hand, clearly
show that light refracts away from the defect, creating a zero-intensity region at the
disclination. It is apparent that only methods which treat the electric and magnetic
field as full vector fields are suitable for the study of defects in light. Away from
the defect core (more than one wavelength from the axis), the simplified Jones
derivation closely matches our numerical results, and so does the predicted value of
zd .

Generation of half-integer polarization defects

4.2

By varying the polarization of the incident light beam, it is possible to generate
a further large variety of polarization patterns along the nematic disclinations.
Figure 4.4 shows polarization profiles of vector light beams obtained by shining
incident circularly-polarized light along nematic disclinations. As in Section 4.1, a
zero-intensity region is always observed at the axis. The polarization profiles are
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sn “ `1{2; RHP

sn “ `1{2; LHP

sn “ ´1{2; RHP

sn “ ´1{2; LHP

sn “ `1; RHP

sn “ `1; LHP

sn “ ´1; RHP

sn “ ´1; LHP

Figure 4.4: Polarization profiles generated from incident circularly-polarized light beams
traversing along nematic defect lines with different winding numbers. The direction of
cylinders shows the polarization of light, in case of elliptical polarization this is the long
axis of the ellipse. Their size is proportional to the amplitude, and their color shows the
degree of elliptical polarization – red means linear, green means circular, orange and yellow
tones mean elliptical. Polarization profiles show defects with the same winding number as
the liquid crystal defect line, sp “ sn . Notably, this also includes polarization defects with
half-integer winding numbers.
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shown at distinct propagation lengths, where the polarization again becomes locally
linear across the whole cross-section of the beam. In this case, the defects in the
polarization profile appear with the same winding number as that of the defect line.
Notably, we observe polarization defects with half-integer winding numbers. This
is important because vector fields, such as the electric or magnetic field, can only
form defects with integer winding numbers. The observed defects thus seemingly
violate the topological contraints enforced by the vector symmetry of the light
fields. However, in the case of light polarization, there are multiple possibilities
of rectifying this apparent contradiction [106]. At the defect core, there can be
an area where light is unpolarized, such as in the polarization pattern of sunlight.
Alternatively, a point of circularly polarized light (also known as a “C point”) could
be present at the core [107]. Finally, as it occurs in our case and is explained later
in this Section, a half-integer strength phase vortex may be present [84].
Figure 4.4 also shows that the polarization profile is rotated by 45˝ with respect to
the nematic director, with the direction of this rotation depending on the handedness
of the circular polarization. For right-handed circular incident polarization (RHP),
the polarization profile rotates by `45˝ relative to the nematic disclination, whereas
for left-handed incident light (LHP) the profile is rotated by ´45˝ , as seen in
Fig. 4.4. Note that while the local polarization at each point is always rotated by
45˝ with respect to the director, this rotation is equivalent to a global rotation by
90˝ in defects with winding numbers ˘1{2 because of the defect’s symmetry. This
symmetry is different in defects with higher winding numbers; in the case of the
sn “ ´1 defect, the local rotation is equivalent to a global rotation by 22.5˝ , while
the polarization profile in a sn “ `1 defect cannot be obtained with only global
rotations.
Unlike in the case of linear incident polarization, for circularly polarized incident
beams the distinct defect structure in the polarization profile appears at zd {2, where
the phase retardation is equal to δ “ π{2. Using the Jones formalism from Eq. (4.3),
such as structure is described by the matrix


1 0
Mπ{2 “ Rpαq ¨
¨ Rp´αq,
(4.8)
0 i


cos2 α ` i sin2 α, p1 ´ iq sin α cos α
“
.
(4.9)
p1 ´ iq sin α cos α, sin2 α ` i cos2 α
Applying it to the circular polarization state, we obtain the output polarization
 
1
Eout “ Mπ{2 ¨
“
(4.10)
i


E0
cos2 α ` i sin2 α ` pi ` 1q cos α sin α
“√
“
(4.11)
2
2
2 ´ cos α ` i sin α ` pi ´ 1q cos α sin α


E0
cos α ` sin α
“ √ pcos α ` i sin αq
“
(4.12)
´ cos α ` sin α
2


iα cospα ´ π{4q
“ E0 e
.
(4.13)
sinpα ´ π{4q
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Inserting α “ sn φ ` α0 , we indeed obtain a defect in the polarization profile with
winding number sp “ sn that is rotated by π{4 with respect to the director profile
of the liquid crystal defect line, exactly as found in full FDTD numerical simulations.
There are both polarization and phase singularities at the axis, meaning that
there the light intensity must drop to zero, which we clearly observe in numerical
simulations but is again not accounted for in the Jones formalism. As in the case
with linear incident polarization, the pattern is repeating with a period of 2zd , so
these defects can be seen at z “ zd {2 ` 2mzd for each integer m.
Interestingly, we observe polarization defects with half-integer winding numbers.
For a sn “ `1{2 defect line with α0 “ 0, we obtain α “ φ{2, resulting in the light
field of the form


iφ{2 cospφ{2 ´ π{4q
Eout “ E0 e
“ E0 eiφ{2 Jpφq
(4.14)
sinpφ{2 ´ π{4q
Considering only the polarization term J, we see that Jp2πq “ ´Jp0q, even though
the two angles describe the same physical point in space. The topological constraints
are preserved by a phase vortex at the axis, represented by the term eiφ{2 , which
can be seen from electric field snapshots in Fig. 4.5.

¨
t“0

¨
t “ 4t0 {8

¨
t “ t0 {8

¨
t “ 5t0 {8

¨
t “ 2t0 {8

¨
t “ 6t0 {8

¨
t “ 3t0 {8

¨
t “ 7t0 {8

Figure 4.5: Snapshots of electric field in a beam generated from incident circularly-polarized
light beam traversing along a nematic defect line with a different number of sn “ `1{2.
The images are taken at different times over a wave period (t0 “ 2π{ω), demonstrating
the phase vortex at the axis (marked by a white dot).

Along a closed loop around an sn “ `1{2 defect line, we see a π rotation of the
polarization and a π phase difference, combining into a total 2π rotation consistent
with the vector nature of the electric field. We thus observe a conversion from a
vortexless beam with uniform circular polarization into a beam with a polarization
defect and a phase vortex. This result clearly demonstrates that the nematic
defect line couples in a complex manner the spin, polarization and orbital angular
momentum of light.

4.3. Femtosecond laser pulses

Femtosecond laser pulses
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4.3

Nematic disclinations can be used also as interesting micro-objects for micromodulation of laser light pulses, splitting the pulses into multiple components and
shaping the pulse intensity and polarization. Indeed, sending short pulses of light
through samples is a powerful approach for finding waveguide modes within the
FDTD method [96].
In a birefringent medium without a surrounding waveguide, such as the defect lines
that we study here, the pulse is a sum of two polarization modes. Each of the two
modes travels with a different propagation (group) velocity, interestingly, causing
the pulse to split into two separate intensity regions with an intensity minimum
between them, as shown in Fig. 4.6. Additionally, each mode may have multiple
intensity regions, depending on the winding number of the nematic disclination.
An incident femtosecond pulse travelling along a nematic disclination with winding
number s gradually splits into two polarization components, each of which further
divides into 2|sn | intensity regions, resulting in a total of 4|sn | intensity regions. For
the ˘1{2 nematic disclinations, we observe effective spliting of the light pulse into
2 intensity regions, whereas for the ˘1 nematic disclinations the pulse splits into 4
intensity regions.
Our simulations show that while the sign of the winding number is important for the
polarization modes, it has no effect on the intensity profile. Both eigenpolarizations
have the same winding number as the director field; however the vector nature of
the electric field is incompatible with non-integer defect lines. This incompatibility
is solved as the director symmetry is broken by the incident polarization. Wherever
an eigenmode would dictate that the polarization be perpendicular to the incident,
light intensity is zero, as this mode is not present in the incident beam. Topologically
more strictly, the polarization of light thus only partially forms topological defect
structures, with the light field intensity dropping to zero where the polarization
cannot be defined continuously. In the region between both propagation modes, the
light intensity is relatively low, but interesting polarization features are still visible
(Fig. 4.6, profiles iv). Here, both polarization components combine to form a single
defect with double winding number and no azimuthal intensity dependence. This
defect structure is a combination of both polarization modes and is very similar
both in shape and in origin to those that appear in continuous light.
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Figure 4.6: Intensity regions of a short laser1 pulse travelling along a nematic defect line
with a winding number (a) sn “ ˘1{2 and (b) sn “ ˘1 at four different times. Yellow
surfaces show the area where light intensity is greater than a threshold value of 1/100 of
the peak intensity, at four different times after the pulse has entered the defect line. For
each winding number, images show the director field (i) and light polarization profile in
the last snapshot at three distinct cross-sections: the two main polarization components
(ii, iv) and a plane between the main intensity regions (iii). The last snapshot and all
cross-sections are positioned at around 15 µm into the disclination.
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4.4

In the presence of a strong continuous beam, liquid crystal reorientation due to the
electric field becomes noticeable. Interesting effects can be observed when shining a
light beam with a polarization defect along a defect line, where the defect profiles of
both fields are similar but do not match exactly. We study the case where both the
defect line and the beam have a winding number of s “ ´1{2, but they are rotated
with respect to each other. Light beams with non-integer polarization defects can
be generated as described in Section 4.2.
The incident light polarization is chosen so that it is perpendicular to the director
(i.e., it is the ordinary polarization) everywhere. For defect lines with winding
numbers s “ ˘1{2, a local rotation at every point by 90˝ is equivalent to a global
rotation of the polarization pattern by 180˝ . However, the s “ ´1{2 disclination
has an additional threefold rotational symmetry, so the polarization pattern appears
rotated by 60˝ with respect to the director field.
When the beam intensity is under a certain threshold, the equilibrium configuration
remains the same as without an electric field. As the intensity is increased, however,
the director tends to orient parallel to the beam polarization. We thus observe a
Fréedericksz-like transition in the complex geometry of a confined defect line. Since
the polarization of light is everywhere perpendicular to the nematic director, the
director profile remains intact for beam powers up to a certain threshold. At higher
powers, the director starts to align parallel to the light polarization. The power
threshold depends on the material properties, sample size, and beam width; with
the parameters used in this chapter reorientation started at beam powers of about
1 W. This effect is spatially dependent; it is strongest near the axis, where the
light intensity is highest. The combination of strong anchoring on the bounding
surface and low light intensity far from the axis means that the director will remain
in its original orientation near the walls. These effects can be seen in Fig. 4.7.
The director distortions preserve the threefold rotational symmetry, but break all
reflection symmetry, resulting in a chiral state. Because the incident polarization is
exactly perpendicular to the director, a beam intensity threshold is observed, under
which there is no reorientation. Above the threshold, however, the director depends
on the beam power. For very strong beams, the director near the axis becomes
parallel to the polarization, and reorientation becomes saturated. A further increase
of the power only increases the region with a saturated director.
The interaction between the director field in a nematic defect line and the polarization
of light illustrates the three regimes of the mutual light-matter interaction in liquid
crystals:
1. When the free energy density due to the dielectric interaction with light is
weak compared to the density of the nematic elastic free energy, such as with
beam powers under 100 mW in our case, it has no effect on the liquid crystal
molecules, and the director profile remains constant. The liquid crystal acts
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Distortion of the s “ ´1{2 nematic defect line under the influence of a light
beam with polarization perpendicular to the director. The defect line with winding number
s “ ´1{2 (a) exhibits a threefold rotational symmetry as well as reflection symmetry.
When a strong light beam with the same winding number but with polarization rotated by
90˝ with respect to the director is propagated along the defect line, it changes the director
profile, breaking the reflection symmetry and creating a twisted profile (b). Notably,
director reorientation is strongest near the axis, where the beam intensity is highest, and
negligible near the cell walls.

as a birefringent material, modulating the polarization of light, but is not
affected by it. This regime is used in Section 4.1.
2. In the intermediate regime, where the reorientation due to light competes with
nematic elasticity, we observe the most interesting director and polarization
profiles. The presence of local and spatially-dependent effects, such as the
Gaussian beam and surface anchoring, enables complex spatial profiles to
emerge. A director profile with distinct spatial distortions can be seen in
Fig. 4.7 B.
3. When the light beam is very strong, the director field aligns with the light
polarization. Because of this alignment, the beam observes the extraordinary
refractive index everywhere, so the material appears optically uniform and
isotropic. For the system studied here, due to the small cell size, this regime
holds at beam power of over 5 W. However, in an experimental setup with a
larger cell the effect of confirement is weaker, so the regime could be visible
at much lower beam powers.
The spatially-dependent director distortions, such as those shown in Fig. 4.7, are
also interesting for beam shaping. In the case studied here, light observes the
extraordinary index of refraction near the axis, and the ordinary one away from
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the axis. This causes the defect line to act as a lens, where light is refracted
towards the area with a higher index of refraction. In most nematic liquid crystals,
the extraordinary index is higher than the ordinary one, making this particular
configuration a converging lens. Intensity-dependent focusing of a light beam is
shown in Fig. 4.8.

A

P “ 100 mW
B

P “ 1000 mW
Figure 4.8: Side views of beam intensity profiles for beams of different intensities propagating along a sn “ ´1{2 defect line. (A) When the beam power is lower than the
threshold value, the ordinary index of observed by the entire beam, so it passes as through
an optically isotropic medium. (B) For higher beam powers, the spatially dependent
reorientation gives rise to spatial variations in the refractive index. These variation lead
to focusing of the beam, demonstrated by the high-intensity region near the axis.

Escaped nematic profiles
as photonic elements
In a radial escaped nematic profile, the nematic director continuously changes
from being aligned along the line in the center of the profile and perpendicular
in the radial direction at the outside of the profile, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The
radial symmetry of an escaped profile can be matched by a radially polarized light
beam [83]. In such a setup, the observed refractive index varies with the distance
from the axis, leading to focusing, lensing and guiding of light. On the other
hand, light with an azimuthal polarization, which is orthogonal to the radial one, is
unaffected by the director profile. The focusing effects demonstrated in this Chapter
are thus highly polarization dependent.
The following numerical parameters are used in our modelling: wavelength λ “
390 nm, optical birefringence ∆n “ ´0.05, lens thickness 5 µm, escaped profile diameter 12 µm for lenses and 6 µm for waveguides, low-frequency dielectric anisotropy
εA “ ´8.0. One-constant approximation is used, with the single elastic constant
equal to L “ 40 pN. The simulation box is three-dimensional, with size equal to
12 µm ˆ 12 µm ˆ 24 µm, while the incident beam is propagating mainly in the z
direction. We take the simulation box to impose distinct anchoring at the boundaries in order to stabilise the escaped radial profile, with the anchoring strength
W “ 10´5 J{m2 at the z boundary and W “ 10´3 J{m2 at the x and y boundaries.
Zero absorption of light in the material is assumed. For electric field tuning of the
lenses, we use strengths of up to Eext “ 1 V{µm, which is sufficient for dielectric
coupling to locally overcome the nematic elasticity. In order to obtain a similar
effect on the liquid crystal, the electric field in light is stronger, up to 10 V{µm,
because the dielectric anisotropy is much smaller at optical frequencies. The desired
electric field is achieved with a Laguerre-Gaussian beam with radius 3 µm and total
power P of approximately 1 W. Such laser power is at the high-end for typical
lasers and optical tweezers used for liquid crystal research, but it is spread over a
relatively large focus spot, so the power density is not unusually large.
Generic values are chosen for the light and material parameters, as their values have
no qualitative impact on the results. The competition between nematic elasticity
and light-imposed reorientation is the driving force behind the phenomena described
here, and the exact value of light-field parameters need to be considered and used
relative to the system size and effective strength of the nematic elasticity, as well as
relative to the optical anisotropy at low and high frequencies. The wavelength of
light is chosen to provide a suitable amount of beam divergence inside the lenses
and waveguides. The no-absorption regime, apart from being easier to implement
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numerically, is used in order to discern the distinct waveguide modes and study the
waveguide performance without additional losses caused by absorption.

5.1 Focusing on escaped birefringence profiles
The escaped radial director profile, illustrated in Fig. 5.1, causes light beams
with appropriate radial polarization to observe a refractive index with a radial
dependence. The refractive index profile causes light to refract towards the region
with the higher refractive index. In the case of a negative-birefringence material,
the higher refractive index is near the center of the structure, resulting in focusing
of the beam, so the element acts as a converging lens.
Eext

A

B

Eopt

y
x

z

Figure 5.1: Radial escaped nematic line as a photonic element. (A) An escaped profile
of the nematic liquid crystal. Away from the axis, molecules are perpendicular to the
escaped line, and continuously transition to a parallel orientation at the axis. (B) Radially
polarized light (polarization illustrated by red arrows) propagating through a short segment
of an escaped director profile observed a radially-dependent refractive index, resulting in
focusing and lensing, while the polarization profile is preserved. The optical electric field
Eopt , external electric field Eext , and the chosen coordinate system are shown with arrows.

In an ideal lens with focal length f , the phase shift between the incoming and the
outgoing beam is equal to [80]
2π r2
(5.1)
λ 2f
where r is the radial distance from the axis. Glass lenses are typically made from
an optically uniform material, so the phase shift is determined by the thickness of
the lens at distance r from the axis. If the focal length f is positive, the phase shift
is lowest at the axis and greatest at the edges, so the lens is diverging. However, if
f is positive, the phase shift is greatest at the axis, and the lens is a converging lens.
The radial escaped nematic profile produces a different refractive index dependence.
Within the single-constant approximation, the equilibrium liquid crystal orientation
is a director profile forming an angle χ with the xy plane, where χ equals [87]


R´r
(5.2)
χ “ 2 arctan
R`r
∆“
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and R is the escaped structure radius. The angle, also known as the angle of escape,
equals χ “ 0 at the edge of the escaped profile (at r “ R) and equals χ “ π{2 at
the axis (r “ 0). Light is propagating along the z direction, so the angle ϑ between
the wave vector and the director equals ϑ “ π{2 ´ χ. Using Eq. (2.32), we obtain
the observed index of refraction as
no ne
n“ p
(5.3)
n2o cos2 χ ` n2e sin2 χ
and the corresponding phase shift as
"

#

ne
∆ “ pn ´ no qd “ no p
´ 1 d.
2
no cos χ ` ne sin2 χ

(5.4)

This relation is shown in Fig. 5.2, where the phase retardation of the escaped profile
is compared to that of ideal lenses with different focal lengths. This difference
means that the escaped profile is not an ideal lens, resulting in a lower numerical
aperture and a greater focus spot size. Near the axis where r ! R, expanding the
1.8

Ideal lens, f “ ´12.5 µm
Ideal lens, f “ ´25 µm
Ideal lens, f “ ´50 µm
Escaped disclination

1.75
1.7

n

1.65
1.6
1.55
1.5
1.45
1.4
´1

´0.5

0
r

0.5

1

Figure 5.2: Comparison of the phase retardation profiles between an escaped director
structure and ideal lenses with different focal lengths. At very small r, we see an
approximate radius-squared dependence, which no longer holds at greater distances from
the axis.

expression yields the radius-squared dependence as first term of the series, which is
confirmed by Fig. 5.2. However, refractive index gradient is very low in that region,
so the effective focal length is rather large, approximately 50 µm using the numerical
parameters listed above. Making the escaped structure much wider than the beam
would thus lead to a good radius-squared relation, but would make a weak lens.
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Instead, we choose the structure and beam widths so that the highest-intensity
region of the beam falls on an area where the gradient of the refractive index is
highest. This occurs at r « 0.4R, where the gradient is similar to that of the 25 µm
focal length lens. We can see that despite the deviation from the radius-squared
relation, the lensing effect is still present and clearly visible in Fig. 5.3. The area
shown here is 24 µm long, and the focus appears be close to the right edge. This
matches well with the focal length of 25 µm indicated by the refractive index gradient
as seen in Fig. 5.2.

0

0.2 mW/µm2

Figure 5.3: Beam intensity profile after traversing an escaped nematic structure. Green
lines show the boundary of the escaped profile, while red lines show the director orientation.
Even though the beam is not focused to a single spot, convergence of the beam is clearly
visible.

5.2 Extension to waveguiding
Selective focusing properties of escaped director profiles can be used for polarizationdependent waveguiding. We find that beams of radially polarized light travelling
along an escaped line can follow the line, while beams with the opposite (azimuthal)
polarization are not affected by the disclination. Thus escaped disclination lines can
function as selective waveguides. A Laguerre-Gaussian beam with radial polarization
introduced into an escaped-profile waveguide propagates along the guide with very
low losses. This effect greatly depends on the scale of the escaped profile and
material birefringence. The combination of ∆n “ ´0.05 and R “ 1 µm leads to the
propagation as depicted in Fig. 5.4 A. When these two parameters are not tuned
correctly with respect to each other, oscillations of the beam – known as “breathing”
– are observed.
As seen in Fig. 5.4, the waveguide exhibits a single distinct propagation mode.
Different incident beams result in the same waveguide mode, while other components
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Figure 5.4: Use of long escaped director profiles as waveguides. (A) Intensity profiles of
incident beams of different widths show that the beams condense to the single eigenmode,
which then remains stable for long distances. (B) Total beam power as a function of
position inside the waveguide shows large initial losses, but confirms that intensity profile is
stable and the waveguide does not leak at larger distances, and can be called an eigenmode.

are quickly radiated out as losses. After this initial “shedding”, the waveguide mode is
stable with no noticeable losses on distances of up to 100 µm assuming no scattering
or absorption in the material. As seen in Fig. 5.4 B, the beam intensity quickly
drops when the beam enters the waveguide, but then stabilizes and remains nearly
constant even over long distances of multiple millimeters. The initial intensity loss
depends on how close the beam width is to the waveguide mode; in the case of the
500 nm beam, it is barely noticeable. For much wider and much narrower beams,
however, most of their initial power is radiated as losses.
1

The intensity profile in the waveguide mode shown in Fig. 5.4 C appears rather similar
to the Laguerre-Gaussian mode, and can be predicted analytically in the paraxial
approximation. There are three independent variables defining the waveguide:
capillary radius R, wavelength of light (represented by wave vector k) and the
material optical dielectric anisotropy εa,opt “ Sεmol
a,opt . Assuming radial polarization
in the transverse plane and no modulation in the z direction, and substituting the
ansatz E “ E0 ψprqer exppikz ´ iωtq into the anisotropic Helmholtz equation, we
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obtain
"
∇2ρ `

1
`B
ρ2



2

1´ρ
1 ` ρ2

2 #

(5.5)

ψpρq “ βψpρq

B
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where ρ “ r{R is the reduced radius distance, B “ pkRq2 pn2e ´ n2o q is a dimensionless
B
B
pr Bρ
q is the radial part of the Laplacian. The
waveguide parameter, and ∇2ρ “ ρ1 Bρ
equation can be discretized and solved numerically as an eigenvector problem for the
field distribution ψpρq, where the eigenvalue β is related to the mode’s propagation
velocity. The solution for parameters listed at the beginning of this Chapter is
shown in Fig. 5.5 A, which shows better matching with the numerical data than the
incident Laguerre-Gaussian mode, especially in the longer tail, where the index of
refraction in the escaped nematic profile deviates noticeably from the radius-squared
relation. The most notable discrepancy is the nonzero intensity at the axis; this is
prohibited by the assumption of transverse radial polarization. However, as seen
from full numerical results in Fig. 5.4, the waveguide mode exhibits a longitudinal
polarization component near the axis, as is common in focused radially polarized
beams [108]. It thus appears that the presence of the longitudinal electric field is
an important feature of radial birefringence profiles.
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Figure 5.5: (A) Cross-sections of the local light intensity show that the light intensity
profile after 2 mm is independent of the incident beam width w0 , confirming that it is an
eigenmode of the waveguide. A Laguerre-Gaussian profile is fitted to the mode, which
gives a beam width of w0 “ 375 nm. Comparison to the Laguerre-Gaussian profile and
the analytically obtained solution shows a discrepancy at the center, where simulation
show nonzero intensity due to a presence of longitudinal polarization, while the analytic
approaches assume zero intensity. (B) Spatial profile of the refractive index observed by
the incident radially polarized beam and the stable waveguide mode. Discrepancies arise
due to the presence of the longitudinal component at the center as well as far away from
the axis where the light intensity is very low.

The longitudinal component also visibly affects the observed refractive index. Near
the axis, where the director is oriented along the escaped line, a radially polarized
beam would observe the highest, ordinary index. On the other hand, a fully
longitudinal polarization would cause the observed index to be extraordinary, which
is lower in this case. Indeed, due to topological constraints the radial component
must be zero at the axis, so the electric field is completely longitudinally polarized.
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However, as much as the difference between the index of refraction observed by an
ideal radial beam and by the observed waveguide mode in Fig. 5.5 look strong, they
are present mainly in areas where the light intensity is weak.

Tuning with beam intensity and external fields

5.3

The escaped nematic director structure, and with it the refractive index profile, can
be influenced by an external field. Specifically, we use a low-frequency external
electric field Eext , as well as the optical electric field Eopt of the beam itself. The
orientation of these electric fields with respect to the nematic director and the
incident light beam is shown in Fig. 5.1 B. Varying both the external field strength
and the light beam intensity gives us two distinct options for tuning the lens. We
investigate the structures arising from competition between twose electric fields and
the order elasticity of the nematic liquid crystal.
Since the material studied in this chapter has negative birefringence, it tends to
align perpendicular to the electric field. The optical electric field is transverse, so
it always lies in the xy plane, causing the director to turn towards the z direction.
This turning is clearly visible in the director profiles in Fig. 5.6. With increasing
beam power, the escaped profile “opens”. The area where the director is oriented
along the lens axis, which is originally only at the center of the structure, gradually
expands and fills almost the entire lens at beam powers of around 1 W. As we see
from the light intensity profiles in Fig. 5.6, opening of the escaped profile leads
to weaker focusing. Focusing is driven by the contrast in the observed index of
refrection between the region near the axis and the outside region. Increasing beam
power moves the director distortions, and with them the refractive index contrast,
outwards away from the beam. At powers of over 1 kW, almost the entire beam
observes a uniform index of refraction, while focusing is observed only at the fringes.
Both the light beams themselves and external fields affect the ordering of the liquid
crystal, resulting in different focusing properties, as shown in Fig. 5.7. Since the
polarization of light is perpendicular to the external electric field, they have opposite
effects on the local liquid crystal orientation. In a negative-birefringence nematic,
director tends to be perpendicular to the electric field. High intensity beams with
transverse polarization thus effectively decrease the local angle of escape. In Fig. 5.7,
we can see that high-intensity beams generally reduce the focusing, resulting in a
larger spot size and a longer focus length. At very high laser powers, over 800 mW,
the director becomes almost uniform (along the z direction – perpendicular to the
polarization), resulting in a near-uniform refractive index.
If an external low-frequency electric field is applied in the z direction in a nematic
with negative birefringence at this frequency, it rotates the director towards the xy
plane, increasing the director angle and partially compensating for the reordering
effects of the beam. Because the external field is uniform, while the light intensity
has a Laguerre-Gaussian profile, the compensation is spatially dependent. The
competition between these forces can be summarized by the director and beam
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Figure 5.6: Self-tuning of lensing on an escaped profiles via changing the input beam power.
Green lines show the boundaries of the escaped profile, outside the them the material is
isotropic. Red lines show the director profile inside the escaped profile, while shades of
gray show the local light intensity. In the absence of an external field, increasing the beam
power reshapes the director profile, in turn affecting the structure’s optical properties.
Indeed, we see that the lens power decreases as the output beam grows wider with stronger
beams. This is an interesting self-stabilization effect driven by the mutual interaction
between light and liquid crystals.
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Figure 5.7: Lensing of high-intensity beams on an escaped disclination line in the presence
of an external electric field. (A-I) Competition between elastic forces, optical fields
of the beam with power P and an external electric field Eext produces a rich variety
of lensing patterns. Interesting director structures form in medium-strength external
fields (Eext „ 1 V{µm), where beam power P has a strong effect on the director profile
and lensing. As the external field strength is increased, the structure transforms into a
completely radial profile with a defect line at the axis. In all cases, light intensity is almost
completely axially symmetric, as is the director angle of escape and with it the observed
index of refraction.

profiles in Fig. 5.7. The resulting birefringence profiles range from a fully open
configuration with distortions only at the edges to a fully closed profile with a
singular defect at the axis. In the case of high-intensity beams and a week external
field (top right region of Fig. 5.7), the distortion is pushed away from the central
axis of the escaped line and focusing is severely weakened. When the applied field
is strong enough to overcome both the elastic forces and light intensity, the director
is parallel to the polarization of light, and the light again observes a near-uniform
refractive index (Fig. 5.7 G). However, in the
1 case where both effects are comparable,
such as on the center image, exciting lensing director profiles emerge. The angle of
escape plot shows strong spatial variations, as there is strong competition between
the localized light beam and the uniform external field, in addition to elastic forces.
Importantly, director variations are strong mainly in the area where light intensity
is high, amplifying its effect on the beam.
The quality of lensing can be characterized by numerical aperture, computed as
the half-angle of the cone of light exiting the lens. The effective beam diameter
is computed as four times the standard deviation of the intensity distribution, in
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Figure 5.8: (A) Numerical aperture of the lens as a function of beam power in the absence
of an external electric field. The inset shows the director angle profiles at different beam
powers. (B) Director angle of escape at different external field strengths and a strong
(P “ 800 mW) light beam. (C) The numerical aperture of the lens at different external
field strengths and beam powers.

accordance with the ISO standard [109], as
sR
D4σ “ 4

Ipx, yqpx ´ x̄q2 dx dy
R
.
Ipx, yq dx dy

(5.6)

The cone angle numerical aperture are derived from the rate of change of the beam
diameter. The plots in Fig. 5.8 show the dependence of the numerical aperture on
1
beam intensity. Numerical aperture is highest for weak beams, then quickly drops
as power is increased, and finally stabilizes at a lower value for high beam powers.
In all cases, numerical aperture is not distinctly high compared to standard lenses,
because of the low birefringence and the different radial dependence of refractive
index. However, the lenses described here are liquid, single-component, and tunable
using either the beam itself or an external electric field.

5.3. Tuning with beam intensity and external fields
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By varying the external electric field and beam intensity, focusing can be adapted
to very diverse regimes, allowing for effective tuning of such microlenses. Fig. 5.8
shows the director angle profile and the numerical aperture of the lens at different
external field strengths and beam power. Strong beams reduce the director angle,
resulting in a wide area where the director is parallel to the escaped line axis. We
see the effects of the competition between order elastic and the two external forces,
as the director configurations range from mostly in the z directions to fully in the
xy plane. When the external field is weak, below 0.5 V{µm, the director is mostly
in the z direction. As the external field is increased, it gradually changes and the
director becomes aligned in the xy plane. Of special interest is the dependence of
the numerical aperture on both beam power and external electric field, as shown
in Fig. 5.8 C. At each beam power, there is a certain external field strength where
focusing is strongest, and vice versa. This has important implications for tunability
of such lenses: the numerical aperture can be tuned by changing the external field,
or it can be self-tuned by changing the light beam inensity itself. Further, the lens
can be constructed to focus only beams of a certain intensity range, and this range
can be modified by changing the applied low-frequency electric field.

Optical reordering
in umbilic defects

6

Guiding a light beam through a nematic cell affects the liquid crystal ordering
inside the cell. We focus on a geometry where the beam is polarized perpendicular
to the director field. Because of corrections to the Gaussian beam, described in
Section 2.1.2, the electric field is not exactly perpendicular to the director. Director
reordering due to the optical field is thus present even at low beam powers, below
the Fréedericksz threshold. Reordering of the liquid crystal further affects the
propagation of light, which results in an amplification of secondary light field
components and in stronger director distortions.
The numerical parameters used in this chapter here are: box size 480 ˆ 480 ˆ 240,
resolution 10 nm, resulting in a physical box size of approximately 5ˆ5ˆ2.5 microns.
The ordinary and extraordinary indices of refraction are 1.5 and 1.7, respectively,
wavelength λ “ 400 nm, beam waist w0 is equal to the wavelength. These parameters
w2
mean that Rayleigh length equals z0 “ π λ0 « 1.4 µm the expansion parameter s
equals 1{2π « 0.16. The single-constant approximation is used, with the single
liquid crystal elastic constant equal to L “ 10 pN. There is strong surface anchoring
(W “ 10´2 J{m2 ) at the side walls, and weak anchoring (W “ 10´5 J{m2 ) on the
front and back plate. The preferred director orientation on the surfaces, as well as
the initial director in the bulk, is parallel to the z axis.
Throughout this Chapter, denoting a light beam as “weak” does not mean that
it has no discernible effect on the nematic director, since it is this very effect we
are trying to measure. Instead, this reorientation, while measurable, will be so
small that it does not significantly change the observed index of refraction and thus
does not impact the beam propagation. Numerically, we shall say that any beam
which rotates the director for less that 1˝ is weak. We are still interested in the
dependence of this reorientation on the beam power, as well as the spatial profile of
the director.

Nematic reorientation with weak beams

6.1

In this Section, we study the effects of a weak beam with the waist at the center
of the simulation box, as shown in Fig. 6.1. The input beam is Gaussian, linearly
polarized in the x direction, but with the corrections described in Section 2.1.2.
Even in a corrected Gaussian beam, the wavefronts at the waist are straight and
the polarization is fully in the x direction. However, before and after the waist the
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wavefronts are curved and the Ez component is present. We thus expect to see
optical reordering before and after the waist.

Figure 6.1: Schematic of a Gaussian beam, with marked beam width (thick blue lines) and
curved wavefronts (thin blue lines). The simulation box (black rectangle) is positioned at
the waist of the beam.

The results show a dependence on the symmetry of the light field. The nx director
component is affected by the first-order correction to the electric field, which has
opposite signs before and after the waist. This component, as shown in Fig. 6.2,
indeed exhibits a no-reordering region at the waist. The ny component, on the other
hand, is affected by the second-order correction, which has the same sign on both
sides of the waist. Even though reorientation forces do not act on it near the waist,
the resulting equilibrium ordering has a nonzero ny component at the waist, as seen
in Fig. 6.3. Additionally, corrections for both components switch signs depending
on the position within the xy plane. Because of this, we observe regions where nx
or ny components are zero at the yz and xz symmetry plane, respectively.
We can make an important observation about the ny profile from Fig. 6.3. The
electric field component Ey has four lobes, where each par of opposite lobes has the
same sign of Ey . However, reorientation is not driver directly by Ey , but rather by
its interaction with Ez , which has two lobes. Multiplying both profiles, we observe
something very similar to the ny profile in Fig. 6.3 A-C. There are still four lobes,
but two pairs of adjacent ones have the same sign. The liquid crystal reorders to
minimize director distortions, so reordering also occurs in the regions between each
pair of lobes with the same sign, even though no optical reordering torque is applied
there. No such reordering is observed between lobes with different signs of the Ey Ez
product. Even though the intensity of a Gaussian beam is axially symmetric, with
a linearly polarized input beam this axial symmetry is broken by the direction of
its polarization.
Circularly polarized beams, however, preserve this symmetry. Since the Ex and
Ey components are equal in magnitude, the resulting director reordering profiles
will be the same for nx and ny components. When studying the effects of circularly
polarized beams, we thus observe the radial nr and azimuthal nφ components. These
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Figure 6.2: Director component nx , parallel to the light polarization, due to a linearly
polarized beam with low power (P “ 100 mW). (A-C) Reordering is much stronger in the
regions before (A) and after (C) the waist than at the waist itself (B). (D) The side view
shows the regions of positive and negative reorientation with respect to the beam waist.
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Figure 6.3: Director component ny , perpendicular to the light polarization, due to a linearly
polarized beam with low power (P “ 100 mW). This component is an order of magnitude
weaker than nx . (A-C) Due to the symmetry of Ey and Ez , it is stronger at the waist (B)
than in the regions away from the waist (A, C). (D) The side view shows no sign changes
in the z direction.

polar components are computed as
nr “ n ¨ er “ n ¨ px, y, 0q,
nφ “ n ¨ eφ “ n ¨ p´y, x, 0q,

(6.1)
(6.2)
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where x and y are the coordinates relative to the beam axis, and h¨i is the scalar
product.
In the circular polarization case, the electric field is again fully in the xy plane at
the waist, while an Ez component is present before and after the waist. Similar to
the linear polarization case, the presence of reordering at the waist plane depends
on the symmetry of the corresponding electric field component. The results are
shown in Fig. 6.4. Notably, the nr component is nearly zero at the beam waist, and
has a different sign before and after the focus, much like the nx component in the
linear case. The nφ component, like the ny component in the linear case, is present
all along the beam, always has the same sign and is strongest at the waist.
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Figure 6.4: Director reorientation caused by a weak beam with right-handed circular
polarization (P “ 100 mW). (A-C) The radial component nr is strong in the regions
before and after the waist (A and C), and weakest at the waist (B), where it switches its
sign. (D-F) On the other hand, the azimuthal component nφ has the same sign throughout
the sample and is strongest at the waist (E).

It is also interesting to see the difference between reordering by circularly polarized
beams of different handedness. Nematic reordering for a left-handed circularly
polarized beam is shown in Fig. 6.5. In this case, we observe that the azimuthal
component nφ switches sign, whereas the radial component nr remains identical
but mirrored.
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Figure 6.5: Director reorientation caused by a weak beam with left-handed circular
polarization (P “ 100 mW). (A-C) The radial component nr is exactly the same as in
the case of a right-handed circularly polarized beam (Fig. 6.4. (D-F) The azimuthal
component nφ , however, changes its sign whereas the magnitude remains the same.

Strong beams and mutual coupling

6.2

Increasing the beam power directly increases the optical reordering. However, this
relation is not linear; once director reordering becomes significant, the changes
to the observed index of refraction modify the light beam. In the case of strong
beams, the mutual interaction between light and liquid crystals is important and
a self-consistent numerical method is crucial for modelling and understanding the
phenomenon.
For strong beams, we observe a Fréedericksz-like transition. In the presence of
a weak beam, the nx component arises only from coupling between Ex and Ez
components of the electric field, which has different signs on each side of the waist.
Above a certain beam power, however, and the director turns in only one direction
(along the x axis). This change is symmetry breaking, so the nx component no
longer has different signs on either side of the waist. Instead, its sign is uniform
and reorientation is greatest in the region near the beam waist where light intensity
is greatest.
The symmetry breaking is also manifested in the beam direction, as visible in the
side view in Fig. 6.6 D. Since the director rotates in one directions, the observed
refractive index is no longer completely symmetrical, and the beam starts to walk
off to one side.
Similarly, strong linearly polarized beams cause major changes to the ny director
component profile, as seen in Fig. 6.7. First, the four lobes seen in Fig. 6.3 are fully
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Figure 6.6: Director component nx , parallel to the light polarization, due to a strong
linearly polarized beam (P “ 1000 mW). Due to symmetry breaking, the nx component
has the same sign everywhere. It reaches the value of nx “ 1, which means that the director
is oriented in the x direction, so reordering is saturated. (A-C) There is no zero-reordering
region at the center of the beam. Instead, reordering is roughly proportional to the local
beam intensity, and does not change along the beam. (D) Since the director profiles is no
longer symmetric, the beam turns to one side.

merged into two along the full length of the simulation box. Further, instead of
the uniform profile there is now an alternating profile of ny with at least one spot
where it switches signs. This appears to be a result of strong coupling between the
beam and the liquid crystal.
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Figure 6.7: Director component ny , parallel to the light polarization, due to a strong
linearly polarized beam (P “ 1000 mW). As the nx component is saturated, ny is still
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of a weak beam. (A-C) While the ny profiles before and at the waist (A,B) are similar to
those induced by a weak beam, it has a different sign in the regions after the waist (C).
(D) The region with zero ny not exactly at the center of the sample, and is curved rather
than a straight plane.

Shining strong circularly polarized beams into the simulation box shows even greater
changes, compared to the profiles created by low-power beams. Figures 6.8 and 6.9
show director reordering profiles resulting from strong right-handed and left-handed
circularly polarized beams, respectively. By comparing the two figures, we observe
that handedness of the circular polarization has a two-fold effect on the director
profile. In addition to changing the sign of the nφ component, it mirrors the entire
profile, effectively changing the handedness of the vortex-like structures. This
mirroring was not always visible in the case of weak beams, because in that case
both nr and nφ profiles were symmetric. Only the chiral vortex structures created by
strong circularly polarized beams are sensitive to the polarization handedness. The
vortices near the focus thus appear due to optical torque from circularly polarized
beam, the sign of which depends on the circular polarization handedness.
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Figure 6.8: Director reorientation caused by a strong beam with right-handed circular
polarization (P “ 1000 mW). Compared to the case with a weak beam, both nr (A-C)
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Figure 6.9: Director reorientation caused by a weak beam with left-handed circular
polarization (P “ 100 mW). (A-C) The radial component nr is the same as in the case of
a right-handed circularly polarized beam (Fig. 6.8), but mirrored over the y axis. (D-F)
The azimuthal component nφ , however, changes its sign in addition to the mirroring. This
mirroring was not observed in the case of weak beams because of the symmetry of the
director structure; it is only apparent at high beam power due to symmetry breaking.

6.3. Reorientation far from the waist

Reorientation far from the waist
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6.3

For detailed study of the effect of beam power on optical reordering, we choose
a slightly different setup, shown in Fig. 6.10. The simulation box is shifted away
from the beam waist by 3 µm, so that the wavefronts are already curved and the Ez
component is present and has the same sign throughout the sample. This further
allows us to study both low-power and high-power beams by eliminating the effect
of strong director distortions near the waist.

Figure 6.10: Schematic of the simulation box (black rectangle) relative to the beam waist.
Such a position covers the region with the largest curvature of wavefronts, maximizing the
reordering effect.

Notably, the symmetry breaking transition was never observed when the focal point
was outside of the simulation box, even though total beam power exceeded the
threshold value here. One reason for this is that in a beam with a fixed total power,
the intensity at the focal point is greater than the intensity away from the waist.
In our geometry, this effect means that the peak intensity (power density) at the
focal point was about 7 times larger than the peak intensity in the simulation box
when the focal point was outside of the box. So it is expected that large distortions
and transitions occur at lower values of the total beam power.
In our setup, the surface anchoring enforces a director parallel to the z axis, with the
propagation of the beam in the same direction. The electric field and the director
are thus perpendicular in the case of idealized Gaussian and Laguerre-Gaussian
beams, where the electric field is assumed to always lie in the xy plane. However,
in realistic beams we observe curved wavefronts and a nonzero Ez component of the
electric field, as described in Section 2.1.2. The presence of an Ez component means
that the electric field and director are not perpendicular everywhere, which leads to
liquid crystal reorientation even at low beam power. Because the Ez component is
relatively weak, we expect the reorientation to be weak as well, unless the beam
power is very high. The reorientation at different beam powers is shown in Fig. 6.11.
There is no visible director reorientation at low beam powers, up to about 400 mW.
However, increasing the beam power leads to visible director profile changes. Between
1000 mW and 2000 mW, the reorientation is mostly in the x direction, so the director
stays withing the xz plane. With even higher beam powers, above 4000 mW, the
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Figure 6.11: Visualizations of the director field and light beam intensity profiles for different
beam powers. The orange line highlights the director profile along the x axis. For beam
power of up to 400 mW, even though both nx and ny components are present, they are
too weak to be noticed in the figure. With stronger beams, both components become
stronger, the nx component becomes visible, and we can see the two-fold symmetry. On
further increasing the beam power above 2000 mW, director distortions in both x and y
directions are visible, and start visibly changing the beam shape as well.

6.3. Reorientation far from the waist
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ny component is noticeable as well. At that point, the director reaches saturation
and lies almost completely in the xy plane, at least in the regions where the beam
intensity is highest. The effect is even clearer at the y “ 0 axis, highlighted in
orange in Fig. 6.11.
The reverse effect of the liquid crystal on light is also clearly visible. Distortion in
the director field, and hence in the birefringence profile of the material, distort and
reshape the light beam itself. The mutual coupling is important in the mediumto-high-power regime, so the use of a self-consistent numerical method which can
accurately model the mutual interaction is necessary to obtain correct results. At
powers of about 4 W and above, the director distortions become strong enough
to have a visible effect on the beam intensity distribution. The beam splits into
two intensity regions with a dark spot in the middle. Notably, the dark region
appears in the area where there are strong spatial distortions of the director field,
as light refracts away from the region with high spatial deviations of the index of
refraction. This is consistent with the phenomenon observed when guiding beams
along singular disclinations in Section 4.1, where strong director distortions near
the defect core also result in a dark spot. Further, the beam cross-section itself
becomes elongated along the y direction, and shrinks in the x direction. This partial
focusing is a result of director distortions creating a refractive index profile, similar
to those in the escaped nematic profile described in Section 5. The light beam is
linearly polarized in the x direction, so focusing only happens in the x direction.
The amount of director reorientation in both the x and y directions is more clearly
visible in Fig. 6.12. Once again, the nx component is visible at light beam powers
above 400 mW, while the ny component is visible at beam powers above 2000 mW.
Especially interesting is the gradual transition from a uniform state with the director
everywhere in the z direction, through a state with a two regions where the director
has a pronounced nx component, to an almost radially symmetric director profiles at
high beam power. The state shown in Fig. 6.12F approaches a regular umbilic defect,
where the director is everywhere well-defined and continuous, but its projection
onto the xy plane is zero at the axis. This illustrates that secondary components
in realistic Gaussian beams can have an profound and complex effect on nematic
liquid crystal reorientation.
More quantitatively, Fig. 6.13 shows how the average nx and ny components depend
on the total beam power. The beam is primarily polarized in the x direction, but due
to the secondary components Ez and Ey , there is observable (albeit weak) director
reordering. In a Gaussian beam, the Ez component, which is responsible for the
coupling between nz and nx , is a first-order correction, while Ey is the second-order
component. It is thus expected that the nx component is much stronger than ny .
Indeed, we see that ny is about two orders of magnitude weaker than nx . At low
intensities, the relation between the beam power and director reorientation is roughly
linear. However, there is visible nonlinearity at medium intensities, especially for
the ny component, as well as a quick rise above 1000 mW. This nonlinearity is due
to the mutual coupling between liquid crystal reorientation and light.
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Figure 6.12: Projection of the director field on the xy plane. For low power beams (A),
there is no visible distortion. When power is increased, the nx component becomes visible
(B-D), but there is no visible ny component. For high power beams (E), the ny component
becomes visible and at very high powers (F) comparable to the nx component. In the last
case we observe a structure that is almost axially symmetrical, approaching a true umbilic
defect.
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Figure 6.13: In-plane components of the director field nx and ny at different incident beam
powers.
q Plotted is the root-mean-square of each component inside the rescaled simulation

box hn2i i. We observe that the ny component is over two orders of magnitude weaker
than the nx component, but they both become saturated at high intensities. When the
beam is very strong, the director is almost completely in-plane. This pattern can be seen
in detail in Figs. 6.11 and 6.12.

A notable feature is the lack of a beam intensity threshold. If the light polarization
were exactly perpendicular to the far-field director, such as in an idealized Gaussian
beam, there would be no reorientation at lower beam powers, up to the Fréedericksz
threshold. On the contrary, in Fig. 6.13 we see that the relation between light
intensity and the secondary director components start out linearly. This behavior
is caused solely by the presence of the Ez component of the electric field.
The linear dependence holds for low intensities, but breaks down once we reach
saturation, when the director components nx and ny become comparable to the
main component nz . We thus observe regions where the director is fully in the xy
plane. Increasing the beam power even further thus cannot reorient the director
further, but merely increase the size of the saturated regions. This effect can be
seen in detail in Figs. 6.11 and 6.12.
Both the light beam and the resulting director profile exhibit interesting symmetry
features. The main light field component Ex has a Gaussian profile with a constant
sign and varies slowly within the studied region. The secondary components, on the
other hand, have additional spatial dependencies in addition to the Gaussian profile.
As we can see in Eq. (2.15), the leading term of the Ez component is proportional
to x, resulting in two-fold symmetry. The leading term of the Ey is proportional to
xy, which has a four-fold symmetry.
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Figure 6.14: Spatial profiles of the nx and ny director components. At low beam powers,
we observe the two-lobe profile for nx and a four-lobe profile for ny . As beam power is
increased, the nx component becomes stronger but its spatial profile does not change.
On the other hand, the lobes of the ny component move towards the axis, where beam
intensity is highest. At very high powers, around 4000 mW, the four lobes of the ny
component merge into two.
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Reorientation of the nematic director, however, follows a slightly different symmetry.
The difference stems from the fact that in the light beam, Ex is the primary
component, while the primary component of the director is nz . The spatial profiles
of both secondary director components are shown in Fig. 6.14. At low beam powers,
we observe the two-lobe profile for nx and a four-lobe profile for ny . However,
it is already noticeable that the ny component does not exhibit actual four-fold
rotational symmetry. Instead, each pair of neighboring lobes have the same sign of
ny . Due to topological restrictions a dark region forms at the vertical symmetry axis,
but no such regions is present at the horizontal axis. As beam power is increased,
this difference becomes stronger: the four lobes merge into two, but further merging
into a single lobe is topologically forbidden. On the other hand, the nx component
becomes stronger as power is increased, but its spatial profile does not change
significantly.
Optical director reordering also occurs if the incident beam polarization is circular
rather than linear. In this case, Ex and Ey are both primary components, as they
have equal amplitudes, but there is a π{2 phase delay between them. Reordering
is still driven by the Ez component, which has a different symmetry than in the
linear polarization case.
Because of the inherent symmetry of the director profiles, it is sensible study
the radial and azimuthal components of the director. The components and their
dependence of the light beam power are shown in Fig. 6.15. The beam intensity
profile is axially symmetric, and this symmetry is kept in the director reorientation
as well, as both nr and nφ are axially symmetric at all beam powers. There are some
important differences between the profiles at various beam powers. Namely, the nr
component gradually changes its sign from negative at low powers to a positive sign
at high beam powers. The sign change is spatially dependent and is not complete,
as even at 4000 mW there are areas with negative nr . The azimuthal component nφ ,
on the other hand, undergoes no such change and its shape is largely independent of
the light intensity. In the presence of strong beams, the director distortions reshape
the beam, in effect changing the sign of Ez . At an intermediate beam power of
2000 mW, these changes are local and most pronounced near the axis. However, at
beam powers above 4000 mW, the sign change occurs over most of the simulation
box.
Similar to the Cartesian components in the linear polarization case, shown in
Fig. 6.13, there is a strong linear dependence of the nr and nφ components on
the beam power in the circular polarization case, as shown in Fig. 6.16. Both
components are first-order corrections, so their magnitudes are relatively much
closer together than the magnitudes of the Cartesian components in the linear
polarization case. Further, the linear relation holds for a wider range of beam
powers, up to the saturation point where the director is fully in the xy plane. The
graph shows another interesting phenomenon, as the radial component is greater
than the azimuthal component for weak beams, very strong beams make the nφ
component the largest one. This is directly related to the intensity-driven switching
of the sign of nr , as an area with nr “ 0 appears to preserve continuity.
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Figure 6.15: Radial and azimuthal director component profiles at different beam powers.
The axial symmetry of both components is apparent at all powers and does not break
even for high-power beams. However, we notice that the nr component switches sign at
powers above 2000 mW. This happens first near the axis, where light intensity is highest,
but exands as beam power is increased.
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In the linear polarization case, the Ey component is nonzero only in the second
order of the small parameter s. With a circularly polarized beam, however, all
components are either zeroth order or first order, so the effects of beam power
are less pronounced. Instead, we see a linear relation between both nr and nφ
director components and the beam power up to the saturation point. Because of
this increased linearity, the mutual interaction between light and liquid crystal
seems to have a lower impact on the director structures.
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Figure 6.16: In-plane components of the director field nx and ny at different incident beam
powers.
q Plotted is the root-mean-square of each component inside the rescaled simulation

box hn2i i. We observe that the ny component is over two orders of magnitude weaker
than the nx component, but they both become saturated near the same point. Further,
when beam is very strong, the director is almost completely in-plane, and we observe the
increasing y decreases the x component. This pattern can be seen in detail in Figs. 6.11
and 6.12.

Circular polarization of light can be either left-handed or right-handed. The values
here were all obtained using left-handed circular polarization (LHCP), but we have
confirmed that using right-handed circular polarization (RHCP) produces the exact
same result. When changing the handedness of the polarization, the nr component
remains identical, but the nφ component switches its sign. This effect is best seen
when looking directly at the director field in Fig. 6.17. The structures are chiral,
and we see that the handedness of the light polarization directly influences the
handedness of the director structure.
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Figure 6.17: Projection of the director to the xy plane with a circularly polarized light
beam. It is apparent that switching the polarization handedness produces a director field
that is an exact mirror image. These two images are taken at light beam power of 1 W.
The structures are very similar at lower powers, only the in-plane director components are
smaller.

6.4 Quantifying the effect of mutual coupling
Several instances where the mutual coupling between light and liquid crystal has
played a significant role have already been identified in this Chapter. To quantify
the importance of the self-consistent numerical modelling for this systems, we
compare the results without the mutual interaction included. To this end, only the
effect of light on the liquid crystal is modelled accurately, whereas light propagates
through a virtual static director profile, equal to the initial state where the director is
everywhere aligned in the z direction. From the perspective of the numerical method,
the light beam is calculated only once and then fixed, whereas the equilibrium
nematic director profile is obtained by relaxation.
We expect that at low beam powers, where the reorientation is weak, there will be
little difference between both models. However, the mutual interaction should be
more important at higher powers and with stronger in-plane director components.
Figures 6.18 and 6.19 confirm this hypothesis; images at low beam power show
no difference between models with and without mutual coupling, while there are
observable discrepancies in the high-power case. Further, the main influence of
the mutual coupling is manifested on the ny component. The y component of the
electric field is the weakest, as it is only present in the second-order expansion. It
is thus reasonable that it is the most influenced by the mutual coupling. In the
chosen setup, the presence of the ny director component amplifies the birefringent
coupling between the Ey component and the other two stronger components of the
electric field. This increases the Ey component of the light beam, which in turn
further increases the ny director component. The effect is too weak to be noticed
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at low beam powers, but it is plainly visible at medium and high powers, as shown
in Fig. 6.19. The ny component, which is a second order correction and normally
very weak, with the coupling becomes comparable to the first-order nx component.
This is in agreement with the sharp increase of ny at high powers in Fig. 6.13. The
mutual interaction between light and liquid crystals causes a stronger response to
the light field, and is thus important for modelling the influence of light beams on
nematic liquid crystal structures.
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of optical reorientation due to weak light beams (P “ 100 mW),
with and without self-consistent modelling of the mutual interaction between light and
liquid crystals. At low beam power, both the nx and ny profile look identical, whether the
back-coupling is enabled (A, C) or not (B, D). This is expected as the beam is very weak
and the director distortions are correspondingly small, so there are almost no changes to
the propagation of light.
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Figure 6.19: Comparison of optical reorientation due to strong light beams (P “ 2000 mW),
with and without self-consistent modelling of the mutual interaction between light and
liquid crystals. At these beam power, director distortions become strong enough to affect
the light beam. The nx component (A, B) remains identical, but the coupling visible
changes the ny component profile. The profile without coupling (B, D) more closely
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Conclusion
In this Thesis, we explored selected phenomena arising from the mutual coupling
between light and liquid crystals. We studied different types of liquid crystal defects,
including singular disclination, escaped profiles and nonsingular umbilic defects.
The mutual coupling itself proves a substantial challenge for numerical modelling
methods, as it spans many orders of magnitude in time scales. We solved this
challenge by a newly developed numerical procedure which combines minimization
of the Landau-de Gennes free energy of the liquid crystal and finite-difference timedomain modelling of the propagation of light. Although computationally intensive,
the method proves to be stable, accurate and capable of describing the propagation
of light even through complicated liquid crystal structures with spatial variations of
the orientational order on length scales randing from millimeters to nanometers.
We accelerated the numerical method by making the algorithm fully parallel and
running on one or more GPU, and applied it to the propagation of light in different
liquid crystal structures.
First, we demonstrated that singular nematic disclinations can be used to modulate
the polarization of light in a special way, essentially generating vector light beams,
where the polarization of light is everywhere linear, but the polarization axis varies
in space. When the light intensity is low enough, the director profiles remains
unchanged, and the output beam intensity profile exhibits an axialy simmetry.
However, increasing the light intensity leads to director reorientation, which in turn
affects the propagation of light, resulting in more complicated light beam profiles.
Second, we showed that radial escaped nematic profiles focus light with an appropriate polarization pattern which matches the rotational symmetry of the director
profile. If the material optical birefringence is positive, as it is for most liquid crystal,
the profile acts as a diverging lens. On the contrary, negative-birefringence materials
produce converging lenses. We showed how the mutual interaction between light
and liquid crystals can be used for self-tuning of the optical properties, such as the
numerical aperture of the microlens, by varying the beam power. Only beams with
power within a certain range are focused, whereas other beams produce nematic
profiles that do not focus light, or do so to a lesser extent. This range of powers
can be controlled by applying an external low-frequency electric field parallel to
the beam direction. The microlenses we describe here are especially interesting
because they can be tuned by two parameters, an external light field as well as
the beam intensity itself. Further, unlike in current tunable lenses which require
an interface between multiple materials, focusing is driven solely by liquid crystal
ordering, so they are single-component and can be realized in bulk nematic, not
only at a surface. The possibility of lensing in bulk liquid crystals presents unique
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application options for microlenses that can be tuned in a multitude of ways, thanks
to the sensitivity of liquid crystals to different external stimuli.
Third, the same focusing properties that lead to lensing in escaped profiles can also
be used for guiding light. Notably, such waveguides are single-component, as the
focusing comes directly from nematic ordering rather than refractive index contrast
between different materials or different dopant concentrations. We modelled the
propagation of radially polarized light beam along long sections of the escaped
profiles, and we identified the stable waveguide mode. This mode has a specific
shape, similar but not identical to the radial vector beam profile, as well as a
specified polarization profile that includes a non-negligible longitudinal component
at the axis. Such systems could thus lead to applications as polarization-selective
beam-splitters that are also sensitive to beam size and shape.
Fourth, we demonstrated how the curvature of Gaussian beams can be used to
imprint umbilic defects into an otherwise uniform nematic. Corrections to the
paraxial approximation result in the light field forming an oblique angle to the
director. The resulting profiles are non-singular, and appear even in the presence of
very weak beams far below the Fréedericksz threshold. We studied how the specific
symmetry of secondary components in the beam introduces a different symmetry
into the resulting director profile. This system was especially interesting from the
standpoint of the mutual interaction, as we were able to isolate the back-coupling
contribution and precisely quantify its importance. We observed that it has very
little effect on the director component parallel to the beam polarization, but a very
strong amplifying effect on the perpendicular component.
The systems presented in this Thesis provide opportunities for further work, especially in the direction of light controlling light enabled by liquid crystals. Modulators
of light polarization, phase and intensity, controlled by the light itself are an exciting
venue of both theoretical and experimental research. Extending the study of lightcontrolled waveguides, including curved structures and resonators that are selective
to both intensity and polarization of light, would also be an interesting topic. We
anticipate the extension and application of the mutual interaction presented here
in configurable, soft photonics and information processing devices. More generally,
the profiles used here, despite containing singular and nonsingular defects with
strong director distortions, are relatively simple compared to the many of the
structures found in confined liquid crystals. The method could be directly applied
to more complicated director profiles, such as droplets, colloids embedded in the
liquid crystal, periodic structures, cholesteric liquid crystals or entangled defect
networks. The ability to accurately model the propagation of strong optical beams
through liquid crystals could also be used for studying optical tweezers, as well as
the appearance of spatial solitons in the liquid crystal.
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Razširjeni povzetek
Opazovanje, razumevanje in usmerjanje svetlobe so področna intenzivnega tehnološkega razvoja in osnovnih raziskav. Lasersko svetlobo so opazili v nanometrskih
strukturah [1, 2], različnih konfiguracijah tekočih kristalov [4–7], in celo bioloških
sistemih [8, 9]. Optična vlakna že omogočajo hitro globalno komunikacijo, raziskave
pa potekajo v smeri usmerjanja svetlobe s svetlobo [11–14], kar je osnova fotonskih
vezij. Metamateriali, zgrajeni iz struktur, manjših od valovne dolžine svetlobe,
imajo lahko eksotične optične lastnosti [15], kot je negativen lomni količnih [16, 17].
Tekoči kristali so osrednji materiali v sodobni optiki in fotoniki, ker modulirajo
svetlobo, hkrati pa lahko nanje vplivamo z zunanjimi polji [27–29]. Ker so mehke
snovi, imajo močnejši odziv na zunanje vplive kot trdne snovi, kot so polprevodniki.
Njihova najbolj znana uporaba je v digitalnih prikazovalnikih, raziskave pa potekajo
v smeri bolj kompleksnim načinom upravljanja s svetlobo. Ureditev tekočih kristali
lahko nadzorujemo na velikostnih skalah, ki so primerljive z valovno dolžino svetlobe,
kar omogoča zasnovo različnih fotonskih elementov, kot so resonatorji [5–7, 35],
laserji [4, 36], modulatorji polarizacije [37–39] in filtri [40, 41]. Močan odziv na
zunanja polja omogoča tudi izdelavo spremenljivih leč [42–44] in valovodov [48–50].
Med svetlobo in tekočimi kristali deluje dvosmerna interakcija. Zaradi dvolomnosti
tekoči kristali spreminjajo polarizacijo svetlobe. Hkrati pa tudi optično električno
polje vpliva na ureditev tekočega kristala, saj se molekule raje orientirajo vzporedno
s polarizacijo svetlobe [51, 52]. Ta pojav omogoča vtiskanje različnih struktur v
tekoči kristal, vključno z defektnimi strukturami [53, 54]. Posledica dvosmerne
interakcije je nelinearna optika tekočih kristalov [29], kjer nelinearnost ne izvira iz
molekularne strukture, ampak iz spreminjanja ureditve tekočih kristalov [55].
Rezultati raziskovalnega dela, zajetega v tej disertaciji, so bili objavljeni v člankih
[70–74], članek [75] pa je v pripravi.

Svetloba v anizotropnem sredstvu
V klasični fiziki svetlobo obravnavamo kot nihanje eletričnega in magnetnega polja.
Njuno spreminjanje sledi Maxwellovim enačbam [76, 77]
∇ ¨ D “ ρf ,
∇ ¨ B “ 0,
(1)
BB
BD
∇ˆE“´
,
∇ ˆ H “ Jf `
,
(2)
Bt
Bt
kjer sta E in D jakost in gostota električnega polja, B in H sta jakost in gostota
magnetnega polja, ρf in Jf pa gostoti prostih nabojev in tokov.
i

ii
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Polja povezujejo konstitutivne relacije, ki v linearni optiki
D “ εε0 E,

B “ µµ0 H,

(3)

kjer je ε dielektrična konstanta, µ pa magnetna permeabilnost snovi. V splošnem
sta ε and µ tenzorja in sta močno odvisna od frekvence svetlobe.
V tem delu privzamemo, da v vzorcu ni prostih nabojev ali tokov, in da je magnetna
permeabilnost izotropna in enaka 1. Po drugi strani pa upoštevamo anizotropijo in
prostorsko odvisnost dielektrične konstante ε. Z uporabo naravnega sistema enot
ε0 “ µ0 “ c “ 1 lahko Maxwellove enačbe zapišemo le z dvema poljema in z enim
snovnim parametrom
∇ ¨ pεEq “ 0,
∇ˆE“´

∇ ¨ H “ 0,
BE
∇ˆH“ε .
Bt

BH
,
Bt

(4)
(5)

To je sistem štirih sklopljenih parcialnih diferencialnih enačb za dve vektorski
polji. V splošnem ima sistem širok nabor rešitev, saj opisujejo obnašanje vseh
elektromagnetnih polj.
Pri raziskovanju svetlobe se omejimo na elektromagnetne valove, kjer E in H nihata
z določeno frekvenco. Valovi zadostijo valovni enačbi
∇2 E ´ ε

B2E
“ 0,
Bt2

(6)

ki jo lahko izpeljemo iz obeh enačb v (5). Za valove s frekvenco ω in valovnim
vektorjem k lahko privzamemo harmonično časovno in krajevno odvisnost, tako da
enačba postane
k 2 E ´ ω 2 εE “ 0.

(7)

V splošnem je ε tenzor, rešitve enačbe (7) pa primeri, ko je E lastni vektor ε z lastno
vrednostjo n2 . Koren te lastne vrednosti n je lomni količnik. Enačba je linearna,
tako da je splošna rešitev linearna kombinacija ravnih valov
X
Epr, tq “
E0j eiϕj `ikj ¨r´iωj t ,
(8)
j

kjer so ϕj fazni zamiki med posameznimi komponentami. Iz enačbe (7) lahko
izpljemo zvezo kj “ nj k0 , kjer je k0 valovni vektor v vakuumu in |k0 | “ k0 “ ω v
naravnih enotah.
V splošnem primeru, ko so vse tri lastne vrednosti ε različne, obstajajo samo tri
rešitve E0j vzdolž lastnih osi ε. Takšne snovi so dvoosno dvolomne. Snovi, kjer sta
dve lastni vrednosti enaki, tretja pa drugačna, se imenujejo enoosno dvolomne snovi.
V taks"nih snoveh so vsi E0j v ravnini z enako lastno vrednostjo veljavne rešitve.
Nazadnje, če so vse lastne vrednosti enake, je snov optično izotropna in vse E0 so
enakovredne. Valovi z enakim nj pa imajo lahko med seboj fazni zamik ϕj .
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Ravni valovi, ki jih opisuje enačba (8), se formalno širijo v neskončnost tako v
kraju kot v času, zato v praksi ne morejo obstajati. Namesto tega običajno vidimo
svetlobo, ki prihaja iz lokaliziranega vira. V tem delu nas zanimajo predvsem
kolimirani snopi svetlobe, kot na primer tisti, ki jih oddajajo laserji. Takšne snope
dobro opiše valovna enačba v obosnem približku [80, 81], katere rešitev je Gaussov
snop




w0
ρ2
ρ2
ψpρ, zq “
exp ´
exp ´ik
exp (iηpzq) ,
(9)
wpzq
wpzq2
2Rpzq
kjer eksponentni členi po vrsti predstavljajo Gaussov profil amplitude, ukrivljenost
valovnih front, in dodaten fazni zamik. Rešitve višjega reda, ki ohranjajo osno
simetrijo, se imenujejo Laguerre-Gaussovi snopi. Pri njih ima fazni zamik tudi
kotno odvisnost, zato je faza v osi nedefinirana, amplituda pa tam pade na nič.
Druga družina rešitev so vektorski snopi s kotno odvisnostjo polarizacije [82, 83]. V
tem primeru polarizacija ni definirana v osi, amplituda pa spet enaka nič.
Obosna enačbe je približek, zato Gaussovi snopi niso točne rešitve Maxwellovih
enačb. Nekatere neskladnosti so takoj vidne: rešitev predpostavlja širjenje v fiksni
smeri, valovne fronte pa so ukrivljene. Odstopanja lahko zmanjšamo tako da popravimo Gaussov profil žarka. V resnici imajo snopi tudi longitudinalno komponento
vzdolž smeri širjenja žarka, kot tudi transverzalno komponento, pravokotno na
polarizacijo. Oba popravka sta šibka v primerjavo z glavno komponento žarka,
izrazimo pa ju s potenčno vrsto za majhen parameter s “ pkw0 q´1 [85].
Komponente električnega polja v Gaussovem snopu, izražene do drugega reda, so
h
i
Ex “ E0 1 ` s2 p´ρ2 Q2 ` iρ4 Q3 ´ 2Q2 ξ 2 q ` Ops4 q ψprq exppikz ´ iωtq,
(10)
h
i
Ey “ E0 s2 p´Q2 ξηq ` Ops4 q ψprq exppikz ´ iωtq,
(11)
h
i
Ez “ E0 sp´2Qξq ` Ops3 q ψprq exppikz ´ iωtq,
(12)
kjer so ξ, η and ζ are the reskalirane koordinate, ξ “ x{w0 , η “ y{w0 , ζ “ z{pkw02 q,
ρ2 “ ξ 2 ` η 2 and Q “ 1{pi ` z{zR q. Člen ničtega reda v s vrne Gaussov snop,
prvi red doda komponento Ez v smeri širjenja žarka, drugi red pa še ortogonalno
transverzalno komponento Ey . Vse komponente so odvisne od položaja glede na os
in imajo določeno simetrijo v prečni ravnini. Analogne popravke lahko naredimo
tudi za magnetno polje.

Tekoči kristali kot optične snovi
Tekoči kristali so edinstvene snovi, ki združujejo lastnosti tekočin in kristalov [27].
So optično anizotropni, kot trdni kristali, hkrati pa njihova mehka narava dovoljuje
prostorsko odvisnost te anizotropije, in tudi omogoča nadzor z zunanjimi polji. Prav
možnost spreminjanja njihovih optičnih lastnosti je vodila do široku uporabnosti
tekočih kristalov v digitalnih zaslonih [30]. Ker tečejo kot tekočine, so zanimivi tudi
z vidika mikrofluidike, zlasti v povezavi s tokom svetlobe [86].
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V nematskem tekočem kristalu molekule nimajo pozicijskega reda, imajo pa orientacijski red dolgega dosega. Molekule se uredijo tako, da so med seboj vzporedne, tej
smeri rečemo direktor n. Ureditev izvira iz oblike molekul in ni polarna, tako da sta
smeri n in ´n ekvivalentni [27, 87]. V ravnovesnem stanju je direktor uniformed,
zaradi ograditve ali zunanjih polj pa se lahko tudi spreminja v prostoru. Fluktuacije
tekočega kristal opiše stopnja reda S, definirana kot
S “ hP2 ps ¨ nqi “ hP2 pcos ϑqi,

(13)

kjer je s smer posamezne molekule, P2 pxq “ 21 p3x2 ´ 1q pa drugi Legendrov polinom.
S lahko zavzame vrednosti od S “ ´1{2, kjer so vse molekule pravokotno na
direktor, do S “ 1 če so vse molekule vzporedne. Izotropna tekočina, kjer molekule
niso urejene, ustreza vrednosti S “ 0.
Direktor in stopnjo reda lahko opišemo z eno količino, in sicer z tenzorjem ureditvenih
parametrov [27, 87]
Qij “


S
P  p1q p1q
p2q p2q
p3ni nj ´ δij q `
ei ej ´ ei ej ,
2
2

(14)

kjer je ep1q K n sekundarni direktor in ep2q “ n ˆ ep1q . Takšna formulacija dovoljuje
tudi dvolomnost P , ki opisuje fluktuacije okrog sekundarnega direktorja ep1q . Tenzor
Q implicitno vsebuje simetrijo direktorja n “ ´n, saj vse komponente nastopajo v
kvadratnih členih.
V ravnovesnem stanju sistem minimizira prosto energijo. Prosto energijo nematskega
tekočega kristala in prehod med nematsko in izotropno fazo opisuje Landau-de
Gennesov model [27]. Gostota proste energije je vsota prispevkov
f “ fNI ` fE ` fS ` fD ` . . .

(15)

kjer je fNI Landauov razvoj za opis faznega prehoda, fE elastična prosta energija
zaradi krajevnega spreminjanja direktorja. fS površinsko sidranje in fD dielektrična
sklopitev z električnim poljem Drugi prispevki, kot je sklopitev z magnetnim poljem,
tok snovi, fleksoelektričnost itd. so izven obsega tega dela. Prehod med nematsko
in izotropno fazo je pri termotropnih tekočih kristalih odvisen od temperature, zato
ga opišemo z Landauovim razvojem kot
1
1
1
fNI “ ApT q Tr Q2 ` B Tr Q3 ` CpTr Q2 q2 ,
2
3
4

(16)

kjer je parameter A odvisen od temperature, B in C pa sta konstantna. V visokotemperaturni fazi je A pozitiven, zato je minimum proste energije pri S “ 0, kar
ustreza neurejeni izotropni fazi. Pod temperaturo prehoda pa je A negativen, stanje
z najnižjo prosto energijo pa ima ravnovesno stopnjo reda večjo od nič, torej je to
urejena nematska faza. V nematskem tekočem kristalu je prosta energija najnižja,
če je direktor povsod enak. To pa ni vedno mogoče, saj ograditev in zunanja polja
lahko povzročijo deformacije direktorja. V resnici je povišanje proste energija zaradi
deformacije odvisno od smeri deformacije glede na direktor. Za laže modeliranje pa
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uporabljamo približek ene konstante, ki enako obravnava vse deformacije, tako da
elastični prispevek zaradi deformacij znaša
1 BQij BQij
,
fE “ L
2 Bxk Bxk

(17)

kjer je L elastična konstanta. Površine v stiku s tekočim kristalom vplivajo na
ureditev ob površini, tako da določijo preferenčno smer direktorja. Pojavu rečemo
površinsko sidranje in ga običajno opišemo z modelom Rapini-Papoular [27]. Model
kaznuje odstopanja od preferenčne smeri s kvadratnim členom, ki se tenzorski sliki
glasi
fS “

W
(Q ´ Q0 )2 ,
2

(18)

kjer je Q0 tenzor ureditvenih parametrov, ki združuje preferenčno smer direktorja n0
in stopnjo reda Ssurf , W pa jakost sidranja. Tipične vrednosti za konstanto W so med
10´7 J{m2 in 10´3 J{m2 . Najpogostejši preferenčni smeri sta pravokotno na površino
(homeotropno sidranje) ali vzporedno s površino (planarno sidranje). Pomembna
lastnost tekočih kristalov, ki je tudi osrednja tema tega dela, je njihov odziv na
zunanja polja. Najpomembnejši prispevek je običajno dielektrična interakcija z
električnim poljem E. Molekule v tekoček kristalu to tipično nepolarne, tako da je
najnižji red interakcije s tenzorjem Q kvadrupolni. Z primeru statičnega električnega
polja je člen enak


2 mol
1
fD “ ´ ε0 εδij ` εa Qij Ei Ej ,
(19)
2
3
kjer je ε izotropni del ε, εmol
pa anizotropni del molekularnega dielektričnega tenzorja
a
– kakršnega bi imela snov, če bi bile molekule popolnoma urejene. Makroskopska
anizotropija tekočega kristala je enaka molekularni anizotropiji, pomnoženi s stopnjo
reda S. V zgornji enačbi pa je S vsebovan že v tenzorju Q, zato ga ekplicitno izločimo
iz anizotropije. Enaka interakcija obstaja tudi z magnetnim poljem, ki pa je v
tipičnem tekočem kristalu mnogo šibkejša, sa je anizotropija µ do pet redov velikosti
nižja od anizotropije ε. Karakterištični čas relaksacije termotropnih tekočih kristalov
je na časovni skali nekaj milisekund. Pod vplivom visokofrekvenčnih električnih polj,
kot so optična polja, tekoči kristal ne more slediti hitrim spremembam E, ampak
čuti le efektivno polje, ki ga opišemo s tenzorjem intenzitete
1
Iij “ ε0 hEi Ej i,
2

(20)

kjer oglati oklepaji predstavljajo povprečenje po času, primerljivi z relaksacijskim
časom tekočega kristala. Če izpustimo člene, ki niso odvisni od Q, dielektrični
prispevek k prosti energiji lahko zapišemo kot
2
fD “ ´ εmol
TrpIQq,
3 a

(21)
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tako da je v tem delu IQ prisoten vsaj v sledovih. Skalarna intenziteta svetlobe,
kot jo običajno definiramo, je enaka sledi tenzorja intenzitete. Tako izotropni
kot anizotropni del dielektričnega tenzorja sta odvisna od frekvence, da moramo
statiča, nizkofrekvenčna in visokofrekvenčna polja obravnavati kot ločene prispevke
z različimi εmol
a .
Pomemben koncept v ureditvi tekočega kristala so defekti, ombočja znižanega reda
kjer direktor ni definiran. Zveznost fizikalnih količin je še vedno ohranjena, tako da
stopna reda S pade na nič [27]. V bližini jedra defekta se direktor močno spreminja
s krajem, zato prisotnost defektov pomeni visoko gostoto proste energije. Njihovo
prisotnost pa lahko vsilijo topološke omejitve zaradi ograjenosti, površin in zunanjih
polj. V notranjosti nematikov so defekti lahko točke ali linije, defektnim linijam
rečemo tudi disklinacije. Poleg direktorja lahko uvedemo tudi druge ureditvene
parametre, ki prinesejo drugačne defekte. Tak primer so umbilični defekti, kjer
projekcija u direktorja n na ravnino xy, definirana kot
u “ pnx , ny q

nz
,
|nz |

(22)

pade na nič. Takšni defekti niso singularni, saj je direktor povsod definiran in
zvezen, in nimajo močnega vpliva na gostoto proste energije, vseeno pa imajo svoje
topolške omejitve.

Numerična metoda
Medsebojna interakcija med svetlobo in tekočimi kristali predstavlja velik izziv
za modeliranje, ki smo ga rešili z razvojem nove numerične metode. Izbrali smo
kombinacijo metode končnih diferenc v časovni domine (FDTD) za modeliranje
širjenja svetlobe in numerično minimizacijo Landau-de Gennesove proste energije
tekočega kristala. V tem poglavju opišemo metodo FDTD, minimizacijo proste energije tekočega kristala, in naš način združitve obeh metod za natančno modeliranje
dvosmerne interakcije.

Metoda končnih diferenc v časovni domeni
Metoda FDTD je zelo splošna, zato je uporabna zlasti v zapletenih, optično anizotropnih snoveh z močnimi variacijami lomnega količnika [96]. Tekoči kristali v
ograjenih geometrijah, kjer se dvolomnost spreminja s krajem, so primer takšne
snovi.
Svetlobo opišemo z dvema vektorskima poljema: električnim poljem E in magnetnim
poljem H. Obe polji se spreminjata v prostoru in času. Njuno časovno spreminjanje
izračunamo direktno iz Maxwellovih enačb
ε

BE
“ ∇ ˆ H,
Bt

µ

BH
“ ´∇ ˆ E.
Bt

(23)
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Obe enačbi sta eksplicitni v času, zato se zdi metoda FDTD enostavna za implementacijo. Žal pa zgornji enačbi držita le v notranjosti sistema in brez nabojev, tokov in
virov svetlobe. Za modeliranje sistemov v tem delu mora metoda podpirati vpadne
svetlobne snope, hkrati pa poskrbeti da se na robu ne odbije, ampak absorbira.
Poleg tega za diskretizacijo enačb uporabljamo posebno mrežo, kar še dodatno
zaplete implementacijo.
V običajnem eksperimentalni postavitvi snop svetlobe vpada na vzorec. Za modeliranje vpadne svetlobe z metodo FDTD uvedemo navidezno pregrado in privzamemo,
da je za pregrado snop svetlobe. Kadarkoli enačbe zahtevajo izračun končne diference med dvema točkama na nasprotnih straneh pregrade, diferenci prištejemo
ali odštejemo vrednost vpadnega električnega ali magnetnega polja [96]. Pregrado
običajno postavimo na eno stran vzorca, s čimer modeliramo vpadno svetlobo s
tiste strani.
Za boljše ujemanje z eksperimentalno postavitvijo si želimo, da svetloba prečka
vzorec, nato pa ga zapusti. Na končni mreži pa bi robni pogoji prve, druge ali
treje vrste vedno povzročili popoln odboj svetlobe. Da preprečimo odboj na robu,
vzorcu dodamo posebno robno plast ki absorbira svetlobo. Že običajna fizikalna
absorpcija v plasti zmanjša odboj, ampak za to potrebuje plast debelo vsaj nekaj
valovnih dolžin [96]. Namesto tega raje uporabimo t.i. popolnoma ujemajočo
plast (PML), ki s pomočjo nefizikalnih lastnosti poskrbi za močno absorpcijo tudi
v tanki plasti [97]. Takšna snov ima poleg prevodnosti σ tudi magnetne izgube
σ˚, ki v pravem razmerju zagotovita, da na meji med vzorcem in plastjo PML
ni odbojev. Poleg tega je vsaka komponenta električnega in magnetnega polja v
plasti razdeljena na dva prispevka, ki čutita različne izgube. Takšna nefizikalna
anizotropija absorpcije pomeni, da lahko za namene odboja vsak val obravnavamo,
kot da vpada na rob pravokotno, s čimer absorpcija postane bolj učinkovita.
Metoda FDTD se tipično uporablja z Yeejevo mrežo, kjer je vsaka komponente E
in H znana na drugem mestu v osnovni celici [98, 99]. Takšna celica je prikazana
na Sliki 1 A. Dodatno sta električno in magnetno polje znana ob različnih časih.
S takšno mrežo dosežemo, da je vsak krajevni in časovni odvod znan točna na
tistem mestu, kjer ga potrebujemo. Zaradi te lastnosti Yeejeva mreža doseže boljšo
natančnost kot enostaven kubični sklad, brez da bi se povečalo število računskih
operacij [96, 99].
Na žalost pa ta prednost velja le, kadar sta tenzorja ε in µ oba izotropna ali vsaj
diagonalna. Temu lahko zadostimo v trdnih kristalih, kjer tenzorja diagonaliziramo
s primerno izbiro koordinatnega sistema. V tekočih kristalih pa je ε krajevno
odvisen, zato ne moremo najti takšnega koordinatnega sistema, kjer bi bil ε povsod
diagonalen. Izvendiagonalni elementi v tenzorjih pomenijo, da zdaj potrebujemo
vse komponente E in H na vsak mestu, kar izniči prednosti Yeejeve mreže, poleg
tega pa lahko vodi tudi do izgube numerične stabilnosti [100].
V tem delu uporabljamo posebno mrežo, kjer sta E in H še vedno znana na
različnih mestih v osnovni celici, ampak tako da so vse tri komponente posameznega
vektorskega polja na istem mestu. Takšna mreza je prikaza na Sliki 1 B. Podobno
kot pri Yeejevi mreži sta tudi pri naši električno in magnetno polje znana ob različnih
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Slika 1: Primerjava med standardno Yeejevo mrežo (A) in našo mrežo, ki dovoljuje poljubna
anisotropna ε and µ (B).

časih. Takšna mreža ponuja enako natančnost kot Yeejeva, poleg tega pa je je
numerično stabilna tudi v primeru anizotropnega dielektričnega tenzorja. Ker pa
niso vsi odvodi znani na točno pravih mestih, jih izračunamo več in uporabimo
povprečje. Kot prikazuje Slika 2, vsak prostorski odvod nadomestimo s povprečjem
štirih končnih diferenc. Izračun diference je le majhen del skupnega računskega
časa, zato ta sprememba le malo vpliva na trajanje računov.

Slika 2: Prostorski odvodi električnega polja E v smeri x so definirani na štirih robovih
kocke in so označeni z rdečimi puščicami. Odvod potrebujemo pri izračunu magnetnega
polja v središcu kocke, označenim z modro piko. Vredonst v sredini izračunamo kot
povprečje odvodov na štirih sosednjih robovih.

Minimizacija Landau-de Gennesove proste energije
Ravnovesno ureditev tekočega kristala najdemo tako, da minimiziramo Landau-de
Gennesov funkcional proste energije [27, 87]. Kot je običajno v minimizacijskih
problemih, uporabljamo Euler-Lagrangeve enačbe za iskanje minimuma proste
energije. V tem delu uporabljamo implementacijo metode, ki je bila napisana
znotraj naše skupine in preizkušena na različnih tekočekristalnih sistemih [101].
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Minimizacija poteka na uniformni kubični mreži, tako da ob vsakem koraku tenzor
Q posodobimo na vseh točkah. Metoda uporablja končne diference, podobno kot
FDTD za širjenje svetlobe, le da so enačbe za popravljanje vrednosti drugačne.
Residue Euler-Lagrangeve enačbe izračunamo kot
hij “

Bf
Bf
´ Bk
,
BQij
BpBk Qij q

(24)

kjer je Bk odvod v k ´ ti prostorski dimenziji, f pa gostota proste energije. Lokalni
popravek orientacijskemu redu izračunamo kot
Qij Ð Qij ´

∆t
hij ,
γ

(25)

kjer je γ rotacijska viskoznost tekočega kristala. Algoritem sledi fizikalni časovni
evoluciji viskoznega sistema z orientacijskim redom. Brezslednost tenzorja Q je
treba dodatno zagotoviti po vsakem koraku.
Ker algoritem poda časovno relaksacijo in ne samo direktne rešitve, ga enostavno
kombiniramo z drugimi polji, kot sta svetloba ali tekočinski tok. Poleg tega je
relaksacija računsko zelo prostorsko učinkovita, saj je treba tenzor Q shraniti le
enkrat v vsaki točki. Ta prednost je pomembna pri implementaciji metode na
grafičnih karticah, ki omogočajo zelo hitre račune, imajo pa omejen spominski
prostor.

Širjenje snopov vzdolž nematskih defektnih linij
Med širjenjem skozi anizotropno sredstvo se svetlobi spremenita fazni in polarizacijski
profil. Z nazdorom vzorca optične anizotropije lahko dobimo singularne svetlobne
snope z defekti v fazi in polarizaciji. Tekočekristalne defektne linije so še posebej
zanimive, saj imajo na sredini singularnost optične osi.
V tem poglavju modeliramo širenje monokromatskega kolimiranega svetlobnega
snopa z valovno dolžino λ “ 480 nm in širino grla w0 “ 1600 nm. Preučujemo
tudi pulze z enako valovno dolžino in širino snopa, ki trajajo T “ 6 fs, kar ustreza
priblizno štirim periodam valovanja. Redni lomni količnik tekočega kristala je
enak no “ 1.54, izredni pa ne “ 1.69, tako da je dvolomnost enaka ∆n “ 0.15.
Uporabimo eno elastično konstanto, enako L “ 40 pN. Navedene vrednosti približno
ustrezajo standardnemu nematiku [89] and vidni svetlobi. Mreža je tridimenzionalna,
velikosti 224 ˆ 224 ˆ 640 točk. Pri ločljivosti 30 nm je velikost vzorca enaka
6.7 µm ˆ 6.7 µm ˆ 19.2 µm.

Transformacija svetlobnih snopov
Modeliramo linearno polariziran Gaussov snop, ki potuje vzdolž nematske defektne
linije. Prostorska odvisnost lomnega količnika povzroči spremembo oblike snopa.
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Zaradi defekta v sredini je lomni količnik, ki ga čuti snop, nezvezen, zato lahko
pričakujemo pojav defektov tudi v svetlobni. Na Sliki 3 vidimo, da se svetloba lomi
stran od jedra defekta, v jedru pa nastane območje brez svetlobe. Območje, kjer
je intenziteta svetlobe enaka nič, dovoljuje defekte v fazi in polarizaciji svetlobe.
Pojavi se na vseh singularnih disklinacijah, ne glede na ovojno število.
A

z “ 0 µm

z “ 5 µm

z “ 10 µm

z “ 15 µm

x

6
-y
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Slika 3: Intenziteta linearno polariziranega Gaussovega snopa, ki potuje vzdolž singularne
nematske defektne linije z ovojnim številom sn “ `1{2. Območje z ničelno intenziteto se
pojavi ob osi okrog 1 µm po tem, ko snop vstopi v defektno linijo. (A) Intenzitetni profili
na različnih mestih vzdolž disklinacije prikazujejo postopno spremembno of Gaussovega
profila do takšnega s temnim območjem na sredini. (B) Dvolomnost in prostorska odvisnost
lomnega količnika povzročita, da snop zavije navzgor, saj je tam lomni količnik večji kot v
spodnjem delu. Vidno je tudi periodično utripanje žarka.

V dvolomni snovi, kot je nematski tekoči kristal, se linearno polarizirana svetloba
razcepi na dve komponenti, redno in izredno. Znotraj defektne linije je izredna os
vzporedna z direktorjem, in oklepa kot
αpφq “ sn φ ` α0

(26)

s polarizacijo vpadnega snopa, kjer je φ polarni kot, α0 pa kot med vpadno polarizacijo in osjo z φ “ 0. Snop se tako razcepi na dve komponenti, ki potujeta z
različnima histrostma, zato se med njima nabere fazna razlika ∆, ki je sorazmerna
prepotovani razdalji z. Ob vstopu v defektno linija je fazna razlika enaka 0, po
določeni razdalji pa doseže vrednost ∆ “ π. Na tej točki se pojavi zanimiva defektna struktura, pri kateri je polarizacija povsod linearna, njena smer pa je odvisna
od kraja. Natančneje, polarizacija svetlobe ima defekt z ovojnim številom, ki je
dvakratnik ovojnega števila defekta v direktorskem polju:
sp “ 2sn .

(27)

Ta zveza zadosti topološkim omejitvam obeh polj. Zaradi direktorske simetrije,
kjer sta n in ´n ekvivalentna, imajo nematske defektne linije lahko cela ali polcela
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ovojna števila. Električno polje, po drugi strani, pa je pravi vektor, zato imajo
defekti v njem lahko le cela ovojna števila. Enačba (27) kaže, da obstaja topološko
dovoljen svetlobni defekt za vsak možen nematski defekt, in obratno. Nekaj izbranih
defektnih linij, in svetlobnih defektov ki jih lahko ustvarimo z njimi, je prikazanih
na Sliki 4
Nematic
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B

E

D

E

E

E

sn “ `1{2
G

sn “ ´1{2
H

E

E

sn “ `1
I

sn “ ´1
J

Light

sn “ `1{2
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Slika 4: Defect light polarization profiles obtained by shining a linearly polarized Gaussian
beam along nematic defect lines with various winding numbers. In all cases, the polarization
defect has twice the winding number of the liquid crystal defect. For the sn “ `1{2 defect
line, changing the incident polarization (A,B) results in different polarization profiles
(F,G), although they still have the same winding number.

Zvezo med ovojnima številoma polarizacije in direktorja lahko pojasnimo tudi
z uporabo Jonesovega formalizma. Fazno ploščico z zakasnitvijo δ opišemo kot
Jonesovo matriko Mδ [38]:


1 0
Mδ pαq “ Rp´αq ¨
¨ Rpαq
(28)
0 eiδ
kjer je Rpαq matrika rotacije za kot α, α pa lokalna orientacija izredne osi. V
defektni liniji z ovojnim številom sn , je kot enak α “ sn φ ` α0 , kjer je α0 konstanta.
Polarizacijski defekt opazimo, ko je fazna razlika enaka δ “ π.


cos 2α sin 2α
Mπ pαq “
.
(29)
sin 2α ´ cos 2α
Kot M deluje na snop svetlobe, linearno polarizirane v smeri x, dobimo
 


1
cosp2sn φ ` α0 q
Eout “ Mπ ¨ E0
“ E0 ¨
0
sinp2sn φ ` α0 q

(30)

kar opisuje defektno svetlobno polje z ovojnim številom enakim sp “ 2sn .
Izračunamo lahko tudi razdaljo, na kateri se pojavi defekt z dvojnim ovojnim
številom. Pogoj za to je p2m ` 1qπ “ δ “ pke ´ ko qz, od koder sledi
z“

p2m ` 1qλ
λ
“ p2m ` 1q
,
2pne ´ no q
2∆n

mPZ
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kjer je λ valovna dolžina svetlobe, ∆n “ ne ´ no pa dvolomnost snovi. Pri izbiri
parametrov v tem poglavju se prvi defekt (m “ 0) pojavi po
zd “

480 nm
« 1.6 µm .
2 ˆ 0.15

(31)

Čeprav račun z Jonesovim formalizmom pravilno napove pojav in ovojno število
defekta v svetlobnem polju, pa je takšno svetlobno polje nefizikalno, saj ima
električno polje nezveznost v osi. Simulacija z metodo FDTD pa pravilno pokaže,
da v osi nastane območje z intenziteto svetlobe enako nič, ki zagotovi zveznost
fizikalnih količin.

Polceli defekti v polarizaciji svetlobe
Električno polje kot vektorsko polje dovoljuje le defekte s celim ovojnim številom.
Defekti so lahko v polarizaciji, kot v vektorskih snopih na sliki 4, ali pa v fazi, kot
v Laguerre-Gaussovih snopih. Lahko sta tudi oba pojava prisotna hkrati [84]. V
tem primeru ima lahko polarizacijski defekt polcelo ovojno število, pomembno je le,
da je vsota ovojnih števil faznega in polarizacijskega defekta celo število.
Polarizacijske defekte s polcelim ovojnim številom lahko ustvarimo tudi z nematskimi defektnimi linijami. Če je vpadna svetloba polarizirana krožno, po določeni
prepotovani razdalji spet opazimo stanje, kjer je polarizacija povsod linearna, njena
smer pa krajevno odvisna. Primeri takšnih defektov so na Sliki 5.
Tudi takšne defekte lahko na podoben način napovemo z uporabo Jonesovega
formalizma. Pojavijo se tam, kjer je fazna razlika med rednim in izrednim žarkom
enaka δ “ π{2.


 


E0 1
1 0
iα cospα ´ π{4q
Mπ{2 “ Rp´αq ¨
¨ Rpαq, Eout “ Mπ{2 ¨ √
“ E0 e
.
0 i
sinpα ´ π{4q
2 i
(32)
Če vstavimo α “ sn φ ` α0 , res dobimo defekt v polarizaciji z ovojnim številom
sp “n , ki je zavrten za π{4 glede na direktorski profil, kar se ujema z rezultati
metode FDTD na sliki 5. Poleg tega Jonesov formalizem tudi fazni defekt z ovojnim
številom sn , spet pa odpove pri intenziteti svetlobe v osi. Podobno kot pri linearni
vpadni polarizaciji se vzorec ponavlja s periodo 2zd , tako da defekte opazimo na
razdalji z “ zd {2 ` 2mzd za vsako celo število m.
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sn “ `1{2; RHP

sn “ `1{2; LHP

sn “ ´1{2; RHP

sn “ ´1{2; LHP

sn “ `1; RHP

sn “ `1; LHP

sn “ ´1; RHP

sn “ ´1; LHP

Slika 5: Polarizacijski profili, ki nastanejo, ko krožno polariziranih snopi svetlobe potujejo po
nematskih defektnih linijah z različnimi ovojnimi števili. Smer valjev prikazuje polarizacijo
svetlobo, njihova velikost je sorazmerna z amplitudo, barva pa stopnja eliptične polarizacije
– rdeča predstavlja linearno, zelena krožno, oranžna in rumena pa eliptično polarizacijo,
Defekti v polarizaciji imajo enako ovojno število kot tekočekristalna defektna linija, sp “ sn .
To vključuje tudi polarizacijske defekte s polcelimi ovojnimi števili.
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Defektne strukture pod vplivom snopov z visoko intenziteto
Če povečamo moč svetlobnega snopa, postane dielektrična interakcija s svetlobo
primerljiva z elastičnostjo nematika, tako da postane vpliv svetlobe na ureditev
tekočega kristala opazen. Če vzdolže disklinacije pos"ljemo snop svetlobe s polarizacijskim defektom, lahko opazimo zanimive pojave. Opazujemo primer, ko imata
oba defekta ovojno število s “ ´1{2, ampak sta različno orientirana, tako da je
vpadna polarizacija povsod pravokotna na direktor.
Dokler je intenziteta svetlobe pod neko mejo, je ravnovesna ureditev nematika
enaka, kot bi bila brez svetlobe. Pri višjih intenziteto pa opazimo prehod, podoben
Frederiksovemu. Meja je odvisna od lastnosti snovi, velikosti vzorca in širine
snopa; pri izbranih parametrih se prehod zgodi pri moči snopa pri"blizno 1 W.
Preureditev nematika je prostorsko odvisna, najmočnejša je tam, kjer je tudi
svetloba najmočnejša, torej blizu osi. Blizu zunanjega roba pa površinsko sidranje
in šibka svetloba povzročita, da direktor ostane v začetni konfiguraciji. Direktorsko
polje je prikazano na Sliki 6. Spremembe direktorja ohranjajo trištevno simetrijo
disklinacije, zlomijo pa zrcalno simetrijo, tako da je nastalo stanje kiralno.

Slika 6: Deformacije nematske defektne linije z ovojnim številom s “ ´1{2 pod vplivom
svetlobnega snopa s polarizacijo, ki je pravokotna na direktor. (a) Če je moč snopa pod
1 W, direktor ostane nespremenjen, s trištevno rotacijsko in zrcalno simetrijo. (b) Močnejši
snopi povzročijo, da direktorski profil postane zvit in zlomijo zrcalno simetrijo.

Deformacije direktorja, prikazane na Sliki 6 imajo močno krajevno odvisnost, zato
so zanimive tudi za oblikovanje in usmerjanje svetlobnih snopov. V prikazanem
primeru svetloba čuti izredni lomni količnih v bližini osi in redni lomni količnih
stran od osi. Ker je izredni lomni količnih večji od rednega, profil deluje kot zbiralna
leča, saj se svetloba lomi proti območju z višjim lomnim količnikom.
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Lečenje na pobeglih linijah
V radialnem pobeglem nematskem profile se director zvezno spreminja od orientacije
vzporedno z linijo v sredini profila do pravokotne orientacije na robu, kot prikazuje
Slika 7. Enako radialno simetrijo imajo tudi radialno polarizirani vektorski svetlobni
snopi [83]. Ko se tak snop širi po pobeglem profilu, je lomni količnik odvisen od
oddaljenosti od osi, s čimer lahko dosežemo lečenje in vodenje svetlobe.
Pri modeliranju smo uporabili naslednje parametre: valovna dolžina λ “ 390 nm,
optična dvolomnost ∆n “ ´0.05, debelina leče 5 µm, premer pobeglega profile
12 µm za leče in 6 µm za valovode, dielektrična anizotropija pri nizkih frekvencah
εA “ ´8.0, elastična konstanta L “ 40 pN, velikost vzorca 12 µm ˆ 12 µm ˆ 24 µm.
Na sprednji in zadnji strani leče je šibko sidranje, W “ 10´5 J{m2 , na stranskih
robovih pa močno, W “ 10´3 J{m2 . Za spreminjanje ureditve tekočega kristala
uporabljamo Laguerre-Gaussove snope s polmerom 3 µm in močjo do 1 W ter zunanje
nizkofrekvenčno električno polje Eext “ 1 V{µm. Obe vrednosti sta izbrani tako, da
je dielektrična interakcija ravno dovolj močna, da premaga efektivno elastičnost
nematika.
Točne vredonsti parametrov nimajo kvalitativnega vpliva na rezultate, zato lahko
izberemo generične vrednosti. Za pojav, ki ga prikazujemo v tem poglavju, je
glavnega pomena nasprotovanje med elastičnostjo nematika in preurejanjem zaradi
električnih polj. Točne vrednosti parametrov svetlobnega snopa in zunanjega
električnega polja je treba obravnavati glede na nematsko elastično konstanto, kot
tudi glede na relativno optično anizotropijo pri nizkih in visokih frekvencah.

Eext

A

B

Eopt

y
x

z

Slika 7: Radial escaped nematic line as a photonic element. (A) An escaped profile of the
nematic liquid crystal. Away from the axis, molecules are perpendicular to the escaped line,
and continuously transition to a parallel orientation at the axis. (B) Radially polarized
light (polarization illustrated by red arrows) propagating through a short segment of
an escaped director profile observed a radially-dependent refractive index, resulting in
focusing and lensing, while the polarization profile is preserved. The optical electric field
Eopt , external electric field Eext , and the chosen coordinate system are shown with arrows.
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Lečenje snopov na pobeglih dvolomnih profilih
Na pobeglem direktorskem profilu, ki je ilustriran na Sliki 7, vektorski svetlobni
snopi z radialno polarizacijo čutijo lomni količnik, ki se spreminja z oddaljenostjo
od osi. Snop se lomi proti ombočju z višjih lomnim količniku; če ima tekoči kristal
negativno dvolomnost, je to ombočje ob osi, zato element deluje kot zbiralna leča.
Fazni zamik žarka ob prehodu idealne leče je enak [80]
∆“

2π r2
,
λ 2f

(33)

kjer je r razdalja od osi. Pobegli nematski profil pa ima drugače profil faznega
zamika, in sicer [87]
p

∆ “ pn ´ no qd “
n2o ` pn2e ´ n2o q cos2 χ ´ no d.
(34)
Zaradi tega odstopanja pobegla defektna linija ni idealna leča. Kljub temu pa zbira
svetlobo, kot vidimo na Sliki 8. Pojav zbiranja svetlobe na pobeglih nematskih

0

0.2 mW/µm2

Slika 8: Intenziteta svetlobe po prehodu kratke pobegle nematske strukture. Zelene črte
prikazujejo mejo pobegle strukture, rdeče pa orientacijo direktorja. Čeprav snop ni zbran
v eni sami točki, je njegova konvergenca jasno vidna.

disklinacijah lahko izkoristimo tudi za vodenje svetlobe. Snopi radialno polarizirane
svetlobe sledijo pobegli liniji, medtem ko linija nima učinka na snope s pravokotno
(azimutalno) polarizacijo. Učinek valovoda je odvisen od dvolomnosti snovi in
velikostne skale profila. V primeru, ko sta ti dve vrednosti enaki ∆n “ ´0.05 and
R “ 1 µm, opazimo širjenje svetlobe kot na Sliki 9A. Če obe vrednosti nista usklajeni,
opazimo oscilacije širine snopa, ki jim rečemo tudi “dihanje” snopa. Valovod ima en
stabilen valovni način. Vpadni snopi različnih širin imajo najprej velike izgube, nato
pa ostane le stabilni valovni način, ki ima (ob privzetku, da v snovi ni absorpcije)
zelo majhne izgube tudi na razdaljah nekaj milimetrov.
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Slika 9: Dolge pobegle strukture kot valovodi. (A) Intenzitetni profili vpadnih snopo z
različnimi širinami. Različni snopi se pretvorijo v en sam stabilen valovni način. (B)
Skupna moč snopa v odvisnosti od prepotovane razdalje. Po začetnih izgubah je valovni
način stabilen in ne pušča tudi pri razdaljah nekaj milimetrov.

V pobegli nematski strukturi lahko na direktor vplivamo z električnim poljem, s čimer
spremenimo tudi profil lomnega količnika. To polje je lahko nizkofrekvenčno zunanje
električno polje Eext , ali pa optično električno polje Eopt svetlobe. Orientaciji obeh
polj glede na pobeglo strukturo in glede na vpadni snop sta označeni na Sliki 7B.
Spreminjanje zunanjega električnega polja in moči snopa sta dve neodvisni možnosti
nadzora nad lastnostmi leče. Ker ima tekoči kristal, ki ga modeliramo v tem poglavju,
negativno dvolomnost, se uredi pravokotno na električno polje. Optično električno
1
polje je transverzalno, torej v ravnini xy, zato povzroči obračanje direktorja proti
osi z. Po drugi strani pa je zunanje polje v smeri osi z, zato ima obraten učinek
on obrača direktor proti ravnini xy. Strukture, ki nastanejo zaradi tekmovanja
med obema električnima poljema in elastičnostjo tekočega kristala, so prikazane na
Sliki 10
Na sliki vidimo, da apliciranje močnega snopa ali zunanjega polja ošibi zbiranje
svetlobe. Močen snop svetlobe povzroči, da je direktor skoraj povsod vzporeden
z osjo z, zato svetloba čuti povsod enak lomni količnik. Zunanje električno polje
ima obraten učinek, tako da je direktor skoraj povsod v ravnini xy, svetloba pa
spet skoraj povsod čuti enak lomni količnik. V obeh primerih je konstrast lomnega
količnika lokaliziran na majhno območje, zato je fokusiranje šibko. Zanimive
rezultate pa da kombinacija obeh električnih polj. Z ustrezno izbiro obeh vrednosti
so variacije direktorja največje ravno tam, kjer je svetloba najmočnejša, kar povzroči
močno fokusiranje snopa. Zbiralno moč leče lahko reguliramo s spreminanjem jakosti
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Slika 10: Lečenje močnih snopov na pobegli disklinaciji v prisotnosti zunanjega električnega
polja. (A-I) Kombinacija elastičnosti, optičnega polja snopa z močjo P in zunanjega polja
Eext ustvari bogat nabor vzorcev. Zanivime direktorske strukturo so zlasti v srednje-močnih
poljih (Eext „ 1 V{µm), kjer ima moč snopa največji vpliv na lečenje.

zunanjega električnega polja, ali pa s spreminanje moči samega žarka. Na ta način
lahko sestavimo leče, ki zbirajo le žarke z močjo v določenem intervalu, ta interval
pa lahko reguliramo s pomočjo zunanjega nizkofrekvenčnega električnega polja.

Optično preurejanje tekočega kristala
Ukrivljenost valovnih front v Gaussovih snopih lahko izkoristimo za preureditev
nematskega tekočega kristala. Osredotočimo se na geometrijo kjer je direktor
uniformen, snop pa se širi vzporedno z direktorjem, tako da je svetloba v snopu
polarizirana pravokotno na direktor. Zaradi popravkov v Gaussovih snopih električno
polje ni točno pravokotno na direktor, zato
opazimo preurejanje tudi pri šibkih
1
snopih, pod Frederiksovim pragom.
V tem poglavju uporabljamo mrežo velikosti 480 ˆ 480 ˆ 240 in ločljivost 10 nm,
tako da je vzorec velik približno 5 ˆ 5 ˆ 2, 5µm . Redni lomni količnik je 1, 5, izredni
pa 1, 7, valovna dolžina je λ “ 400 nm, širina snopa v grlu w0 pa enaka valovni
dolžini. S takšno izbiro je parameter v potenčnem razvoju enak s “ 1{2π « 0.16.
Uporabimo približek ene elastične konstante, ki je enaka L “ 1 ˆ 10´11 N . Sidranje
je močno (10´2 J{m2 ) na stranskih robovih in šibko (10´5 J{m2 ) na sprednji in
zadnji stranici. Začetno stanje direktorja in preferenčna orientacija na površinah
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je vzporedna z osjo z. Vzorec je postavljen 3 µm od grla snopa, kot kaže Slika 11.
Tam so valovne fronte najbolj ukrivljene, komponenta Ez je prisotna in ima povsod
enak predznak.

Slika 11: Shema položaja simulacijskega vzorca (črn pravokotnik) glede na grlo snopa.
Takšna postavitev pokrije del z najbolj ukrivljenimi valovnimi frontami, tako da je učinek
preurejanja najmočnejši.

Prisotnost komponente Ez povzroči, da električno polje in direktor nista točno
pravokotna med seboj, zato je šibki snopi vodijo do neničelne reorientacije direktorja,
kot prikazuje Slika 12.

P “ 400 mW

P “ 1000 mW

P “ 2000 mW

P “ 4000 mW

P “ 6000 mW

P “ 8000 mW

Slika 12: Direktorsko polje in intenziteta svetlobe pri različnih močeh snopa. Oranžna
vrsta natančneje prikaže profil direktorja vzdolž osi x.

Pri snopih, šibkejših od 400 mW, sta komponenti nx in ny prisotni, ampak prešibki
da bi jih opazili na slikah. Pri močnejših snopih pa postaneta vidni, najprej nx in
nato še ny . Okrog 4000 mW pride do nasičenja, saj je direktor popolnoma v ravnini
xy, vsaj na tistem ombočju, kjer je intenziteta svetlobe najvišja. Nasičenje je dobro
videno v oranžni liniji.
Ko reorientacija postane dovolj močna, postane viden tudi njen vpliv na obliko
snopa. Medsebojna interakcija je pomembna v režimu srednjih in visokih intenzitet,
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zato je takrat nujna uporaba samokonsistentne numerične metode. Podobno kot v
poglavju o singularnih disklinacijah, tudi tukaj opazimo pojav temnega območja na
sredini, kjer so deformacije direktorja največje.
Komponenti direktorja v ravnini xy
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Slika 13: Komponenti x in y direktorskega polja pri različnih
q močeh vpadnega snopa.
Narisan je koren povprečnega kvadrata vsake komponente hn2i i.

Kvantitativno odvisnost komponent nx in ny od moči snopa prikazuje Slika 13. V
Gaussovem snopu je komponenta Ez , ki je odgovorna za sklopitev med nz and nx ,
popravek prvega reda, medtem ko je Ey popravek drugega reda. Pričakujemo, da
bo komponenta direktorja nx močnejša od ny , kar slika potrdi Pri nizki moči snopa
je zveza med močjo in reorientacijo linearna. Pod vplivom močnejšega snopa pa
medsebojna interakcija povzroči nelinearen odziv.
Pomembna lastnost odvisnosti nx in ny od moči snopa je odsotnost praga, kot ga
opazimo pri Frederiksovem prehodu. Neničelna reorientacija direktorja tudi pri
šibkih snopih je neposredna posledica komponente Ez v električne polju. Pri nizkih
intenzitetah svetlobe je zveza linearna, pri visokih intenzitetah pa se linearnost
zlomi. Takrat komponenti nx and ny postaneta primerljivi z nz , pri nadaljnjem
višanju moči žarka pa pride do nasičenja, ko je direktor v ravnini xy.
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Zaključek
V doktorskem delu smo raziskali izbrane pojave, ki izvirajo iz medsebojne sklopitve
med svetlobo in tekočimi kristali. Preučevali smo interakcijo svetlobnih snopov
z različne vrste tekočekristalnih defektov, kot so singularne disklinacije, pobegle
strukture in umbilični defekti.
Vzajemna sklopitev je velik izziv za numerično modeliranje, saj deluje na širokem
razponu časovnih skal. Izziv smo rešili z novim numeričnim postopkom, ki združuje
minimizacijo proste energije tekočega kristala in direktno reševanje Maxwellovih
enačb z metodo FDTD. Metoda je računsko zahtevna, ampak stabilna in natančna,
in lahko opiše širjenje svetlobe skozi zapletene strukture s krajevno odvisnostjo
nematske ureditve na velikostnih skalah od nanometrov do milimetrov. Dodatno smo
metodo pospešili z uporabo grafičnih kartic (GPU) in jo uporabili za modeliranje
dvosmerne interakcije v različnih nematskih defektnih strukturah.
Pokazali smo, da lahko z uporabo nematskih disklinacij moduliramo polarizacijo in
fazo svetlobnih snopov, s čimer tvorimo vektorske snopi, kjer je polarizacija linearna
ampak krajevno odvisna. Če je snop svetlobe dovolj sibek, se direktorski profil
ne spremeni, izhodni snop pa ima rotacijsko simetrijo v intenziteto in polarizaciji.
Močni snopi pa spreminijo ureditev tekočega kristala, kar spet vpliva na širjenje
svetlobe in vodi do moduliranja oblike snopov.
Predstavili smo fokusiranje snopov svetlobe na radialnih pobeglih nematskih strukturah, kjer se polarizacija vektorskega snopa ujema z rotacijsko simetrijo direktorja.
Če je dvolomnost snovi pozitivna, profil deluje kot razpršilna leča, tekoči kristali z
negativno dvolomnostjo pa delujejo kot zbiralne leče. Dvosmerna interakcija med
svetlobo in tekočim kristalom dovoljuje reguliranje optičnih lastnosti s spreminjanjem intenzitete svetlobe, ali pa z zunanjim električnim poljem. Opisane mikroleče
so zanimive tudi ker so enokomponentne, realizirane v notranjosti tekočega kristala,
lečenje pa izvira le iz ureditve tekočega kristala. Fokusiranje snopov lahko uporabimo tudi za vodenje svetlobe vzdolž pobeglih profilov. Podobno kot mikroleče
so tudi takšni valovodi enokomponentni in ne potrebujejo nobenih zunanjih vodil.
Modelirali smo širjenje radialno polariziranih snopov vzdoljž dolgih pobeglih struktur in identificirali stabilen način širjenja svetlobe. Način je podoben radialnemu
vektorskemu snopu, ne pa identičen, saj vsebuje tudi nezanemarljivo longutudinalno
komponento ob osi. Tako valovodi kot leče so odvisni od polarizacije vpadnega
snopa, zato so uprabni kot komponente polarizacijsko-selektivnih razdelilcev snopov,
ki so poleg tega občutljivi na moč in obliko snopa.
Nazadnje smo pokazali, kako lahko ukrivljenost valovnih front v Gaussovih snopih
izkoristimo za tvorbo umbiličnih defektov v enakomernem nematiku. Popravki k
obosni aproksimaciji povzročijo, da električno polje v snopu ni povsem pravokotno
na direktor, zato že šibki snopi povzročijo neničelno obračanje direktorja. Pri tem
nastanejo nesingularni direktorski profili. Preučili smo, kako simetrija sekundarnih
komponent v snopi pripelje do drugačne simetrije v direktorskem polju. V sistemu
smo lahko po želji vklopili ali izklopili dvosmerno interakcijo, s čimer smo natančno
kvantificirali njen vpliv. Odkrili smo, da ima dvosmerna sklopitev relativno majhen
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vpliv na komponento direktorja, vzporedno s polarizacijo snopa, močno pa ojači
pravokotno komponento.
Predstavljeni sistemi odpirajo številne možnosti nadaljnjih raziskav, zlasti v smeri
preklapljanja in kontroliranja svetlobe s svetlobo, kot omogočajo tekoči kristali.
Modulatorji polarizacije, fazi in intenzitete, regulirani s svetlobo samo, so zanimivo
področje za teoretične in eksperimentalne raziskave. Nadgradnja valovodov, ki jih
lahko nazdiramo s svetlobo, na ukrivljene strukture in resonatorje, občutljive na
polarizacijo in intenziteto svetlobe, je še eno zanimiva raziskovalna tema. Pričakujemo razširitev in uporabo dvosmerne interakcije, ki smo jo preučevali v tem delu,
v fotoniki in obdelavi informaciji s prilagodljivimi sistemi iz mehke snovi. Možna je
tudi neposredna uporaba računske metode na različnih direktorskih profilih, kot so
kapljice, koloidni vključki v tekočem kristalu, periodene strukture, holesterični tekoči
kristali in prepletene mreže defektov. Sposobnost natančnega modeliranja širjeja
močnih svetlobnih snopov skozi tekoče kristale je uporabna tudi pri raziskovanju
optičnih pincet in pojava solitonov v nematikih.
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